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Rain or 8bow Tonight
With Probable
Cold Wave
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LA 8 VEGA8

COWBOYS BATTLE
WITH MEXICAN

ROBBERS

day advanced, there was no indication that Mexican insurrectog were
coming from the south to attack
the town across the Rio
Grande from Brownsville. It had been
reported that rebels were to attempt
the investment of the town today.

REPUBLICANS ARE

DAILY OPTIC,

to tli e recent snow storms. The con
vent ion was an enthusiastic gather
ing of representative republicans.

j.

GATHERED IN

BOY

Becomes a Rebel
4. Definite
Washington, March

confirmation of the disaffection o1
General Pascual Orozco from the Ma- dero government in Mexico reached
the state department today in a de
layed telegram from Consul Summers
at Chihuahua. Summers said Oroz
HORSES co's resignation from the federal ar
STEALING
WERE
my had been announced February IB,
to
beoowe effective March 1.
MARAUDERS WERE DISCOVERED
THE ACT OF MAKING AWAY

ROOSEVELT

WILL

SERVE AS

WAS GAME

A
Maryivilie, Kan., Mar. 4. His left
dis
foot torn off by the accidental
charge of his shotgun while hunting,
Henry Schwartz, thirteen years old
picked up the severed member, took
the lace out of his snoe and used it
MEMBERS OF THE PARTY FROM to bind up his leg in an effort to CANDIDATE FOR
PRESIDENTIAL
ALL PARTS OF SAN MIGUEL
check the flow of blood., He then
NOMINATION
SEEKS
TO
crawled a quarter of a mile to the
COUNTY IN CONVENTION
SERVE HIS COUNTRY
highway, where hia cries brought help,
e
Physicians from Hanover and Marys-villwere unable to reach the lad's HE
TO ELECT THIRTY DELEGATES
OFFERS
NO
EXCUSES
home, several miles from town, be
cause of the heavy snow, and he died
MEN CHOSEN TODAY WILL REPMANY LESSER LIGHTS, HOWEVER
today.
RESENT COUNTY AT THE BIG
BEGGED THE JUDGE TO LdT

JURYMAN

Mnr-ron-

j

-

still-busi-- j

j

e

o

d

Ma-der-

kind or sort now, I am very sorry
" Sincerely
yours,
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT'
Mr. Pinchot will make his first address here this afternoon and tonight
will speak at Jamestown. Tomorrow
he will speak at Velva and at Minot
tomorrow night. James R. Garfield
probably will tour North Dakota In
the colonel's Interest, Mr. Pinchot
said today.
DEATH OF MR8. PEPPARD
Delia Amanda Peppard, wife of A.
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It's What a Man 8ays;
Not What He
Threatens
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BRITAIN'S

TRADE

ABOUT TO BE
RUINED
STRIKE OF

COAL
MINERS HAS
PARALYZED OTHER BRANCHES
OF INDUSTRY.

J. Peppard, died yesterday morning at
the Peppard home, 716 Eighth street,
after an illness of over a year. Mrs.
Peppard was a native of Arkansas FACTORIES ARE CLOSING DOWN
and was 34 years, 11 months, and 4
days old. She was married to Mr. INABILITY TO GET
FUEL STOPS
1896.
Peppard on August
She ac
THE HUM OF MANUFACcompanied her husband to Las Vegas
TORY WHEEL8.
eight years ago from Stuttgart, Ark.
She is survived by her father, W. D.
Wesner, two brothers, F. J. Wesner SAILORS
LOSING THEIR JOBS
and C. W. Wesner, and a sister, Mrs.
Frank Peppard of La8 Vegas. Mrs.
Peppard was a member of the Baptist COLLIERS PUT OUT OF COMMISchurch and also of the Rebekah SION BECAUSE THERE IS NOTHlodge. During her residence in Las
ING TO TRANSPORT.
Vegas, Mrs. Peppard has made many
friends and her death is mourned by
London, Mar. 4. Factory after fac
many. The funeral will be held tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock from tory is closing down all over tha
the residence and interment will be United Kingdom as a result of the
in the Odd Fellows' cemetery. Rev. national coal strike ana those responN. B. Green, pastor of the Baptist sible for the trouble are simply markchurch, will officiate. J. C- - Johnsen ing time for the present, although it
& Son have charge of the funeral ar- is expected negotiations soon will be
resumed.
rangements.
Besides the miners, considerably
more than 1,000,000 of whom have
ceased work, it is estimated that there
CLAIMANT IS NOT
are upwards of 200,000 workerB in
other industries idle, owing to the
number is increasing
MISSING KIMMEL strike, andThethecrews
of coai carrying
hourly.
vessels lying In the coaling ports are
as the ships are unbeing
JURY SO DECIDES AFTER LONG able todischarged,
cargoes, and the railroad
get
CASE ONLY
DELIBERATION;
employes are suffering In a similar
HALF WON.
way because of the curtailment by the
companies of their train service. Ove
St. Liocis, Mar. 4. The jury In the short line railroad
in Yorkshire has
Kimmel cose reported to Federal discontinued service entirely.
had
Judge Amidon today that it
Iq isolated Instances, the striking
agreed that Klmmel was dead in 1904, miners have refused permission to
when the present suit was filed. Judge men to enter the mines In order to
Amidon then Degan instructing the feed the horses which are left below,
jury anew.
or to keep the workings clear. GenerJudge Amidon said the question to ally, however, the utmost f,ood feeling
be decided was whether Klmmel was
prevails between the men and the
dead when the suit was filed in 1904. owners.
Unless Kimmel was dead then, he
Trouble in Germany
said, the plaintiff was not entitled to
Bochum, Germany, Mar. 4. A min
a verdict.
ers' strike which was totally unex"While acceptance of the claimant
pected and which had not been orwould necessarily have meant a verdered by the miners' union, broke out
dict for the defense, rejection of him in three mines here
today, the men
does not necessarily mean a verdict
their work because, as they
leaving
for the plaintiff," continued Judge
asserted, unjustified deductions, had
Amidon. "The death of Kimmel must
been made from tueir wages.
be proven.
The Incident, it is feared, may pre
"That the claimant is not Kimmel
a general strike of miners on
does not prove that Kimmel is dead. cipitate
of wages, which the lead
the
question
If you believe it more probable that ers of the miners' union and the mine
is
alive
Kimmel Is dead than that he
owners are just now endeavoding to
you are to find for the plaintiff."
prevent.
The executive committee of the National Miners' federation has Issued
SITUATION IN CDINA
a proclamation censuring the strikers
for committing a breach of discipline
IS NOT SO SERIOUS by leaving work wi:out the consent
of the union. The proclamation orders the men to resume work, but there
FOREIGN TROOPS ARE ASSISTING Is great apprehension that the situaIN
PUTTING DOWN BANDS
tion will get beyond control.
OF LOOTERS

work-PLAT-

j

e

f
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CITY EDITION.

LIVESTOCK

,

Uk,

IERVIOE

Governor Investigates
STATE MEETING
THEM OFF
Santa Fe. N. M.--, March 4. Gover
nor McDonald and Adjutant General
Brookes left last evening for Las Cru-ce- s
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
RECEIVE PROMINENT CONVERT
SEVERAL WERE SEEN TO FALL
BAD A FEW
ENGAGEMENTS
and El Paso to investigate incidentally reported neturality violations
PUNCHERS REPORT THAT IT IS by New Mexico officers, although os- N. C. DE BACA, LIFELONG DEMO
In TO ENABLE HIM TO FILL THEM
Washington. Mar. 4. Senate:
tensibly going' to attend a cattlemen's
CRAT, ANNOUNCES HIS ALLECOLONEL 16 EXCUSED UNTIL
THEIR BELIEF THEY KILLED
session at 2 p .in.
convention at El Paso and a public reGIANCE TO G. O. P.
Judiciary committee ordered favor-- ,
FOUR MEN
WEDNESDAY
ception at Las Cruces tonight. They
able report on nomination of Mahlon
will arrive in El Paso tomorrow. With
For the purpose of electing 30 dele Pitney as supreme court justice.
,
Mineola, L. t, March 4. Refusing
El Paso, Tex., March 4. Colonel E. thenr went State Treasurer O. N.
Contingent expenses committee re- to claim
Z. Steever today dispatched LieutenDemocratic State Chairman A. gates to the state convention, which
exception, although under
ported Culberson resolution for invesinfan H. Hudsiieth and Democratic National will be held in Santa Fe on Friday of
the law he might have done so,
ant Hill of the Twenty-secon1904
of
1908
and
elecfederal
of San Mi tigation
try and a snnaii of soldiers to Col- Committeeman A. A. Jones. At El thig week, the republicans
tions with an amendment confining it Theodore Roosevelt today was elected
in
this
guel
county
morning
gathered
a
report Paso they will consult with army of
umbus, N M., to Investigate
to collections and expenditures of na- foreman of a jury at the session ot
the county court house. Late this afthat American cowboys and Mexicau fleers and Texas authorities.
tional and congressional committees. the supreme court here. He was externoon the convention was
rebels clashed on Saturday at Rancho
Agreed to meet at noon Tuesday cused from duty until Wednesday bely
engaged in the work of the day to
30
from
Columbus
Ias Palomas, miles
expedite final consideration of cause of engagements, but on that day
PACKERS USED THE amid much enthusiasm. It is likely British
on the Mexican side.
and French arbitration treat- will return to serve out the ordinary
that it will be necessary to hold a
According to the ropjt, which was
ies, which will be voted upon before time of a juror. Mr. Roosevelt arrivnight session in order to complete the
ed here by automobile in response to
transmitted to Colonel Steever for
TELEGRAPH WIRES business at hand. The report of the adjournment.
He was told that he
investigation by the customs officers,
Senator Kenyon denounced methods a summon.
committee on resolutions probably
the horses of the Americans were killto have been used in election might be excused from jury service
alleged
ed and they retreated on foot to Col- KEPT SUBSIDIARY CONCERNS MO will determine whether or not the of Senator Stephenson of Wisconsin. if he desired.
convention will send an instructed
umbus, after killing and wounding
"I am not asking any favors," said
Senator TiristOw introduced a rosn.
TIFIED OF THE DAILY MAR
but it Is thought likely that
not
delegation
It
is
Mexicans.
the
of
several
ution calljng for an mvestlgatlon t0 he. "I will serve if it is desired."
GIN QUOTATIONS.
the delegates from this coutny will
not known which side took the agA court officer conducted him into
determine whether postmasters were
be
authorized to cast their votes in
were
Americans
In
of
gressive, nor why the
chamber ofj Justice Putnam, the
the
the
coerced
interest
4.
Mar.
E.
any
Charles
being
Chicago,
Barry, the state
convention in favor of men
on the ranch.
presiding judge. After talking with
presidential candidate.
manager of the dressed beef depart- who will
support President Taft for
"I cannot say whether there is any- ment of the National
House: Met at noon.
the judge a few moments, Mr. RoosePacking comthing to the story," said Colonel pany, testified today in the packers' enominatlon.
the court room and
Florida Drainage Engineer Wright's velt
A feature of the proceedings of this connections
Steever, "nor will J until Lieutenant trial that ha had received information
with North Carolina took his seat with the other talesmen,
ftV tins fnvesMenfed and reported."
the margins of Armour afternoon was a speech by N. C. de swamp land negotiations were des sat by idly for half an hour while
Cattlemen who passed through Col- concerning
Swltt and Morris in the eastern terri- Baca in which he asserted his alle- cribed to agricultural department ex the grand jury was charged and the
umbus on their way to the cattlemen's
norisnlttee In Everglades court calendar waa called.
tory between 1905 and 1906 over the giance to the republican party. Mr. penditure
convention here today state that Ran- private wire of the National Packing naca has been a democrat for many investigation.
The court then called out the names
cho Las Palomas is owned by Ameri company.
years and has been one of the leadRules committee continued hearing of petit jurors
Several of them
cans and F.nelishmen. and that the
Information from Boston was sent ers of that party in San Miguel coun- Lawrence strikers' committeemen
made, excuses to the judge but Mr
strike incidents.
Americans in the reported fight were by R. A. Perkins ana Perry N. Water-hous- ty. His speech was received with
Roosevelt took no action of the sort.
A parcels post E3tem provided fn When the first case was called
and from New York by Everett much enthusiasm.
empolyed on the ranch. According to
came forward and was exthis source of information the Ameri- B. Dill, he said. Figures for other
Permanent organization was effected postofflce bill introduced by Reprecans resisted when the Mexicans tried eastern cities for Armour, Swift and just prior to Mr. Baca's address, the sentative Moon of Tennessee.
cused until Wednesday. He left the
A request from navy for $1,000,000 court house at once.
officers
to commandeer horses from the ranch. Morris were given him by E. A. Allen, following
being elected:
for wireless stations
vice
appropriation
The cowboys' mounts were killed and assistant to the president of the Na- - Chairman. Roman
Callegos;
of the
they retreated to the ranch house tional Packing comny.
presidents, Eugenio Romero and D. was transmitted by secretary
maraud
the
Invading La Follette Territory
until
know
not.
did
how
resisted
teasuy.
he
said
where they
rj Winters; clerks Guillermo Ortiz,
Barry
Bill authorizing use of Red Cross in
era rode away. They were exhaust they were obtained. The names of Herbert W. Clark and Chester Hun-thValley City, N. D., March 4. Clifed when they reached Columbus yesLuis E. Armijo, other than war times, unanimously ford Pinchot, who comes to speak
companies were never used in the jker; interpreters,
terday afternoon and talked but little, memorandum, but the figures were Florentino Montoya and Nepomuceno passed.
for the candidacy of Theodore RooseMoney trust Investigation soon will
hut before turning In for sleep, they written down in a certain order which Segura.
velt, today reached Valley City, rebe made by two divisions of banking
said they Baw seven Mexicans fall, identified the companies. The Naas the La Follette stronghold
In opening the convention Secun-('ingarded
committee, one to Investigate the in North Dakota. A committee of La
and that they believed four of them tional Packing company, he said, was
Romero, chairman of the conn-iof the existence of a money
first on the list; Armour second;
were killed.
Follette adherents presented him with
central committee and foremost charges
According to an announcement at Morris third, and Swift last. Barry republican of San Miguel county, con- trust; the other the Aldrich currency three questions which he was asked
rebel headquarters in Juarez today denied ever having heard the expres- gratulated the delegates upon the plan.
to answer for Mr. Roosevelt from Ibe
the fighting reported at Chihuahua sion "noon figures" applied to mar- strong support given by the precincts
The questions were:
platform.
gins telegraphed to Chicago from the represented by them to the state' !lck-e- t
yesterday resulted in an
Roosevelt
Mr.
"Does
recognize
AND
WAS
HAD NO MONEY
victory. Five men were killed, it was east.
in ihe election of last Novembei.
there is a money trust in this nation
stated. It is said that Colonel Pancho
which controls its commerce and
He aid it was a matter of pride lo
Villa attempted to take the town with WOIHFN MAKE LIFE ONE him and to the republicans cf the
UNADLE TO DE CITIZEN holds the mortgage-shacklefarmer
' his loyal federal troops but was restate l refer to the sturdv republl
and wage earner as its slave?"
pulsed by Pascual Orozco, now in
San
"Has he investigated the eaust-- , of
CONTINUAL TURMOIL cTnisrr o; this imperial counti of that
STRIKER DECLARES the financial
LAWRENCE
open rebellion against President
Miftuel.
Mr. Romero declared
panic of 1907 during his
A mob is said to have surPENURY KEPT HIM FROM BEwhich caused finof this county will never
the
administration
last
people
ING NATURALIZED
rounded the residence of Abram Gon- SUFFRAGETTES
ATTEMPT TO regre: their loyalty to the republican
to
the farmers of milancial loss
zales, governor of the state of ChihuaBURN HOUSES; THEN BREAK
i . a party which has always
lions of dollars?"
ait.
hua, and demanded his resignation.
Washington, Mar. 4 Samuel Lipson,
GLASS.
"Does he mean that Wall street oi
efl for the best interests of all the
of the Lawrence strike commember
The governor's loyalty remained unMr. Romero's remarks were
the
people.
laboring people shall rule?"
on
shaken. He escaped from the city
mittee, told the house committee
London, Mar. 4 The suffragettes cneered.
on the letter written
Commenting
rules today that he had never become
taking refuge with Cilia, who, after slarted operations again early today,
on June 27, 1911,
Mr.
to the business at
down
Roosevelt,
by
(iettin.e
failing to capture the city, withdrew A small band of them, armed with hand. Mr. Romero ordered the call an American citizen because he had in which he denied reports current
found it necessary to spend for shoes
to the hills eight miles away.
hammers and stones, went through
the convention read after which for his children the $4 the naturaliza- at that time that he would support
The troop trains which left Juarez the Knightsbridge and Brompton road for
organization was effected tion papers would cost. At the out- President Taft for renomination and
yesterday with 800 rebels on board district in the west end of London, temporary
of the folowing offi- set of
that he had no intention of
election
the
today's hearing Chairman declaring
are reported to have made good prog breaking the plate glass windows of by
Roman
in the nomination for or
cers:
chairman,
taking
part
temporary
Dem-etrtone
no
but
ress during the night. Colonel
Henry announced that
the big dry goods stores situated in
GuilMr. Pinchot saidsecretary,
candidates,
members of the committee would be against
Ponce, at Juarei, stated that his that neighborhood. As usual, owing Gallegos; temporary
E.
colonel always
Luis
the
what
"That's
lermo
Ortiz;
cauinterpreters,
permitted to ask questions and
detachment would he able to join to the disturbance being unexpected,
and Ne- - tioned the strikers to refrain from any said and his change in attitude is
Florentino
Montoya
Armijo,
!
afternoon
this
Orozco at Chihuahua
:he district were
the police on duty
.,
Q.r,,,..,
demonstrations such as characterized due to the fact that many supporters
If needed In case of another attack unable to cope with the suffragettes,
came to him and reported they needwere
committees
The
following
the hearing Saturday.
fyy Villa
who were distributed over a wide
that the demand for
a
pointed by the chair:
Representative Wilson of Pennesyt-vani- ed a leader and
General Salazar and his staff, who
and that he ashim
was
Louis
widespread
Pedrh
a
from
letter
Credentials
em-Casaus,
Dudley
submitted
did noi accompany the troops last
'
The store keepers and their
Holman, secretary to Governor Fobs sume the responsibility."
wro nnmnpllfid to do sentrv C. Ilfeld, Felipe Baca y uarcia,
night are still at Juarez today. They
Lu- Darbey O'Malley of Kelly City, who
of Massachusetts, declaring conditions
were waiting for one of the troop duty in front of their pemises, but in Tipton, Patricio Montano, Camilo
a Roosevelt petition in
circulated
been
Duran.
had
and
Pablo
exaggerated
Lawrence
"ero
the
at
Mexican
to
manv cases were unable
keep
trains to return over the
North
Antonio
Dakota, today received the folPermanent
organization
women from doing damage. A detach-greatly. The police, he said, were not
Central. There was hut one
inanswer to a telegram to Mr.
Presciin
A.
best
were
the
lowing
Sanchez,
Manuel
and
was
the first Galegos,
biased
and in ATi t nf mounted nolice
acting
in the Mexican yards
Seraterests of the children who were sent Roosevelt asking his preesnce at a
G .oral Salazar did not care to de- reinforcement to arrive on the scene. liano Sandoval, M. M. Padgett,
Roosevelt enthuC.
D.
and
Manuel
fin
Baca,
Tafoya
away from Lawrence. Representative press meeting of
One of them was immediately dragged
prive the road of its use
here:
Winters.
Hardwick of Georgia inquired of Lip-so- siasts to be held
Two. Mexican rebels who strayed from his horse by excited women.
"It wish It were possible for my
the purpose of sending children
Rules and order of business
In one store alone damage to the
past the boundary line last night are
Harto realize my position, not for
friends
Lawrence.
done.
from
was
Conrado
Archuleta,
of
Thirty
senextent
Tafoya,
When American
away
in jaik today.
$1,250
to
W.
own
or
own
sake, hut because then they
my
good
"Was It for their
tries stopped them two of them, said women were arrested. The windows ry W. Kelly, Nestor Sena, Herbert
coununderstand
why it Is that I
Dario
the
would
Jose
and
and
the
arouse
Pablo
Ulibarri
of
Crewe's
reClark,
sympathy throughout
of the Marquis
to have been the worse for liquor,
invitations hat
the
all
cannot accept
try?" he asked.
sisted and were arrested. Four others Lord Chancellor's residences were Atencio.
(
on I wiBh to
now
to
From
me.
to
come
care
the
for
to
Amador
was
keep
them;
Fidel Ortiz,
vResolutions
"It
in tbe party promptly retreated the smashed with hammers during
that I posfew steps necessary to take them suffragettes' raid. Ellen Pitfield, the Ulibarri, Lorenzo Delgado, William J. them from the dangers of the strike," avoid making any speeches
and
though I
to
we
avoid
greatly
tried
W.
to
can
"When
set
fire
get
said Upson.
sibly
Mills, Toribio Martinez, Charles
back o native soil. The men arrest- suffragette who attempted
a body
from
invitation
an
to
D.
A.
of
the
London
Pino.
children
G.
train,"
and
Manuel
Lipson
the
Ward
appreciate
to
the
general postoffice
ed were armed.
is not
it
women
and
really
such as you represent,
"the police pushed
last evening, today was committed by
Delegations were present from all
I cannot
to
me
accept.
for
Old
at
the
the
in
for
trial
of
'the
possible
county
a magistrate
spite
All Quiet in Matamoros
parts of
of any
undertake anything further
wretched condition of the roads due
(Continued on Page Five)
Brownsville, Tex., March 4. As the Bailey sessions.
WITH

;H"HWt! Ill i 111

MONDAY, MASC

FORCE

Orozco

FURIOUS FIGHT OCCURS ACROSS
FROM COLUMTHE BORDER
MEXICO
NEW
BUS,

IN

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH

;

PABLO LUCERO

Peking, March 4. Peking was surprisingly quiet through the day. At
the foreign legations it Is thought
that order can he restored unless the
southern soldiers also begin to mutiny. Reports received from foreigners in the interior say that bands of
soldiers are looting In all ' direction?.

DEAD

Pablo Lucero, a prominent citiren
of New Mexico, died this morning at
his home on the- - West side after an
illness of four months. Mr. Lucerowas born in the Pecos valley and was
76 years of age. Up to the time he
was taken ill he lived on a ranch near
Mr. Lucero was one of the
Chapelle.
old time freighters in the southwest
and was well known throughout the
state. He is survived by a wife,
three sons, Antonio Lucero, the present secretary of state, Boney Lucero
of Santa Rosa and Eloy Lucero of Al
buquerque, and two daughters Mrs. M.
Delgado and Miss Frances Lucero,
both of Las Vegas. The funeral was
held this afternoon from the Church
of Our Lady of Sorrows and interment
was In Mount Calvary cemetery.

Situation is Serious
Francisco, March 4.
Yuan Shi Kai of the Chinese republic telegraphed to Dr. Sun
Yat Sen at NankdBg yesterday urging him personally to lead an army
to assist in quelling the rioting there,
toaccording to cablegrams received
Dr.
Press.
Free
Chinese
the
by
day
Sun stated his willingness to lead
if he
an army .against the rioters
deemed it necessary. Local Chinese
TRAINS ON TIME
look upon President Yuan's request
The delayed trains No. 1, No. 7 and'
as an admission that the situation in
No. 9, due in Las Vegas Saturday
Peking la extremely serious.
afternoon) and evening but tied up by
a second blizzard in Kansas east of
Comparative Order Restored
from Pierceville, arrived in Las Vegas yesLondon, March 4. Reports
2
Peking received at Tien Tsin show terday morning shortly after
there is stil soma looting going on o'clock. All of yesterday's trains from
in the Chinese capital. According to the east arrived in Las Vegas several
a news agency dispatch here from hours late but today's trains pulled
Tien Tsin today, the Manchus who in on time. Owine. to the heavy trafare acting as military police in Peking fic from the east, it was necessary
had succeeded at 2 o'clock this after- - to run both V:.i California Limited
la iwo sections yes- and train No.
tndftVmid
ttardnv
oa
Five)
Page
(Continued
tl
San

Presi-dent-Ele-
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Politics and

HAVE

j

Politicians

IN WOMENS

have surpassed all previous
efforts. The new Seasons Styles are more than ordinarily attractive. New color,
combinations show better harmony-trimming- s
are more beautiful and qualities
better for the money.
Never have we shown a larger or be tier variety of exceptionally pretlystyles
We would be glad to show them to YOU.

NEW

NEW
SUITS,
NEW WAISTS

NEW SILKS

S.S.S.

FOR BLOOD POISON

one and only reliable and certain cure for Contagious
Blood Poison. This claim is not based on the treatment of a few cases of
the disease, here and there, but its success extends over a period of more
than forty years, during which time thousands upon thousands have found a
cure by the use of this great vegetable remedy. S. S. S. is first of all, an absolutely perfect blood purifier, able to go down into the blood and remove every
particle of the virus of Contagious Blood Poison. It cleanses and purifies the
circulation, and in this way removes the cause of the trouble. Then nature,
assisted by a rich, healthy blood supply, quickly renovates and renews the
system, while the symptoms of ulcerated mouth and throat, skin eruptions,
discolored splotches, falling hair, sores and ulcers, etc., disappear, leaving
the body entirely free from the effects of this insidious poison. When S. S. S.
has thoroughly cleansed and purified the circulation there is no danger of
any future outbreak the blood is pure and the cause of the disease entirely
removed. Home Treatment Book containing many valuable and helpful
suggestions for those whoare curing themselves withS. S. S., and any medical
advice desired sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA, GA.
S. S. S. is the

LUMBER

CONCERN

IN TROUBLE

Philadelphia, Mar. 4. Judge Mc- Pherson of the United States district
court today listened to arguments for
the appointment of a receiver for the
International Lumber and Development company, which has its general
offices in this city. The concern is
a Delaware corporation and has a
capital of $6,000,000. it was organ
ized for the development of timber
and agricultural lands In Mexico.
The petition for a receiver was filed
by four of the stockholders who
charge that the officers and directors
of the corporation have by means of
salaries and commissions on sales of
capital stock appropriated to them
selves sums of money amounting to
$500,000.

NEW

all at unprecedented low prices.

DRESSES

NEW

SKIRTS.

MILLINERY,

NEW WASH GOODS

NEW FANCY GOODS

Come in and see the new styles whether you

wish to buy or not.

FSTABL SHED 166Z

11

THE ONLY REMEDY

WEARING APPAREL

This Season the designers and manufacturers

bric-a-br-

e

STYLES

SPRING

Illinois prohibitionists will hold
their state convention in Springfield,
New York, March 2. Not for many leMly they drifted on the ice und April 10.
Maine's democratic state convention
years ha New York City been swept would have been carried out Into tbe
by a wave of crime equal to that open Sound had not their signal of to select delegates to the lialtimore
which at present engulfs it and all dittress, the white shirt of one of the convention will be neid in Augusta,
asertiong of the police authorities men. tied to one of the car teen March 19.
With seven aspirants for the repubnotwithstanding, the streets of the peen from the shore. A police uei h
city have not, for many years, been started In pursuit of the f.iating lican gubernatorial nomination on the
as unsafe as they are now. Hold ups. piece of ice and rescued the three stump, Illinois is one of the liveliest
places on the political map just at
highway robberies and assaults in men
broad daylight and on the public
present
Connecticut's republican state conThe smuggling of diamonds and
streets of the most densely populated
districts and daring burglaries are of othtr precious stones, or laces and vention to elect delegates to the Chidaily occurrence, but only in rare in- other valuable articles of adornment cago convention has been called to
meet in New Haven, April 16 and 17.
stances are the culprits apprehended is of rather common occurrence.
reveWilliam J. Bryan rs announced as
of
the
by the pouice. Sheriff Harburger, thor spite of the watchfulness
the
thou
inue
principal speaker at a conference
this
many
at
condi
officers
with
port
existing
oughly disgusted
.
i
tions, has decided to declare war sands of dollars worth of sucn articles of leading democrats of the northwest
to be held In Fargo, N. D.,
against the criminals, and, according- are smuggled into New York every which is
7.
ly is swearing in a large number of year. Once in a while one hears ol March
Governor W. R. Stubbs of Kansas
deputies, among them actors, bankers, somebodv who tried to smuggle valu
has
started an actrve campaign for
and
costly
other
and
able
brokers,
prominent profes
pictures,
the
United States scnatorship now
sional men and business men. Every dresses into this country, but these
held by Senator Charles Curtis, whose
one of the deputies will be granted cases art comparatively rare, as it
the right to carry a revolver and Sher a great deal more difficult, to smuggle term will expire next March. LouisGovernor Jared Y. Sanders of
iff Harburger has exhorted his dep- bulky objects than diamonds or laces
announces that he Intends to reiana
uties not to hesitate in making use of and much less profitable.
tire
from
public life at the expiration
their weapons, should It be necessary
of his present term and devote him
that
incredible
almost
seems
for their protection or the protection
It
self to the practice of law.
of the life or property of others.
anyone should make a business of
The National League of College
How helpless the police authorities smuggling glass eyes into this coun
Democratic clubs, or which W.
Men's
ilarc in suppressing crime is clearly
try and that the undertaking should Jefferson Davis of
Virginia is presi
some
in
the
make
smuggler
lustrated by the fact that
pay so well as to
be
is
to
working in the
dent,
reported
case:) burglars visited and robbed cer- a rich man. Yet this proved to be
of the Woodrow Wilson presinterest
as
who
posed
tain business places or apartments the case. A German,
.
,
.
idential candidacy.
repeatedly, but the police were unable a memoer or tne uerman uwuu;,
The spirited fight between Governor
re
N.
J.,
to make any arrests or even to find was arrested in Trenton,
of Arkansas, who Is seeking
Donaghey
an
smuggled
elufl.
and
of
with
The proprietor
a
having
egg
cently charged
a third nomination, and Congressman
buttf store on upper Third avenue, large quantities of artificial eyes into
loe T. Robinson, who is opposing him,
At the trial it was estab
WHS robbed more than 20 times dur- this port.
end with the democratic state priwill
ing the past few months. Several llshed that the man, who is in no maries on March 27.
has
times liia store was visited and plund- way connected with aristocracy,
The democratic state central com
ered, on other occasions his delivery been for many years smuggling glass mittee of Rhode Island has decided
wagons were stolen and his apart- eyes into this country, underselling to choose ten Rhode Island delegates
ment was broken into by burglars the regular importers and accumulat to
the Baltimore convention by the
on several occasions, but in all these ing a large fortune. He was convictdirect primary system and the ten- cases not a single arrest was made.
ed and sentenced to pay a heavy fine
alternates will be elected in the same
and imprisonment and, for a while way.
in
The fear of being bitten by a mad at least, glass eyes will be higher
United States Senator William O.
price.
rooted
in
is
almost
every
deeply
dog
Bradley, Congressman John W. Lang-lehuman being and the cry of "Mad
and Judge E. C. O'Rear, the unof Martin Blithke, a
The
experience
to
cause
a
is
as
successful candidate for governor last
Dog"
potent
panic
on the street as the cry of "Fire" Is young German, who was arrested here fall, are picked as three of the Kenbe a
to the repub
in a theater. The fact that in 99 out the other day for begging may
tucky delegates-at-larg100 cases the "mad dog" is not a mad warning to foreign artists contemplat lican national convention.
to seek their fortune in New
A sharp political contest is looming
dog at all, but simply scared, does not ing
York.
Blithke, who comes from a up in Michigan, where the entire conin
fear
such
lessen the general
cases,
and
Last Sunday a little yellow dog stood good family in Wurtemberg,
gressional delegation is believed to
hav
a
talented
who
is
sculptor,
young
favor Taft's renominatlon, while Gov
in front of the First Presbyterian
of ernor Osborn and a strong following
church of Mount Vernon, just as the ing graduated from the Academy
to leave the Fine Arts at Munich, had a quarrel have aligned themselves on the side
oneresratJon started
Roosevelt,
church after the morning service. Af- - with his family about a year ago and
er the fashion of young dogs who decided to shift for himself. He had Governor Eberhart of Minnesota is
of New York and
do not belong to anybody in particular heard a great deal
expected to have a nard fight for re-made there and decided
the
fortunes
one
to
attached
little
hlmse'g
this
nomination, as S. Y. Gordon, the pres
pi.p
in this ent
lieutenant governor, and William
of the members of the congregation, to try his luck. He arrived
soon
E. Lee, former speaker of the legisla
a ?.ounp woman, and followed in her city with but little money and
teached the end of his string. He ture, have announced their candida
footsteps. When the girl accidenttried to find work in some studio, but cies for first place on the republican
she
ally came in contact with the dog,
seemed to ticket.
became scared and screamed. Some did not succeed. There
German
no
for
be
demand
young
men near her, believing that the dog
President Taft is expected to pay
he ma3'
after
and
day
day
sculptors
the
to
drive
an early visit to Xew Hampshire,
had bitten her, sought
of studios and even of the
i nimal
away by, striking at it with the rounds
which, next to Massachusetts, is ex
where
gravestones and monushops
was
hit
their canes. The dog was
pected to be the most interesting of
the dead are chiseled. His the New
for
ments
and
howled
with
pain
several times,
England states from the rerushed money gave out and he had to sell hi publican viewpoint this year. Already
became frantic with fear,
few valuables and even the clothes the state Is
among the church folk, who scatterattracting much attention,
he ( ould spare.
His shoes became
"Mad
of the prominence of
because
in
direction,
yelling
every
chiefly
ed
worn out but he had no money to buy Governor Bass and his activity in beDog."
was half of Colonel Roosevelt.
The excitement grew rapidly and a new pair and it was when he
of
shoes
a
for
he
that
pair
begging
attracted several policemen. Press
was arrested.
the
young
Fortunately
service
into
an
automibel
they
ing
You can say goodbye to constipa
man made agood impression upon the
pursued the yellow dog racing down
with a clear conscience if you
tion
to
Tablets. Many
the street for dear life. One of the magistrate and he was not sent
use Chamberlain's
the workhouse but given employmet
have been permanently cured by their
policemen fired several shots at the
instead.
use. For sale by all druggists.
dog and one of them disabled the
The
left
dog
front,
animal's
leg.
poor
PANHANDLE
CATTLEMEN
MEET
fell and seemed stunned for a few
GOOD SHOW COMING
El Paso, Mar. 4. Hundreds of well
moments, but before the policeman known figures in the Texas stock
Messers Duncan and Browne, man
could reach him, the dog jumped up
Duncan opera house, have
raising industry roundeu up in El agers of the
and on his three good legs made his Paso today for the annual convention completed arrangements for the pro
escape.
of the Panhandle Cattlemen's associa ductlon here on March 27 of "Madame
tion. The convention will last three Sherry." This pretty comic opera Ib
Three members of the United days and bids fair to outstrip in in sure to draw a large audience, as It is
States volunteer life saving corps, terest and importance all of the pre- filled with catchy music and is staged
who live in the Bronx, rowed out into vious meetings of the association. by a good cast. Play going folk will
skiff the oth- Many questions of live importance are receive the announcement of its com
the Sound in an
er day In search of persons icebound slated for discussion at the business ing with genuine pleasure.
or adrift on ice cakes. Near RIker's sessions, which will ie liberally Inter
island their boat was surrounded by spersed with features of entertain
vVERE YOU PREPARED
floating ice and a big cake stove a ment The local committee has pre
For
the sudden blizzard that u.
hole into the side of the skiff. The pared an elaborate program of Bteer
scended from the north Monday night?
men saved themselves by leaping up- roping and bronco riding contests, for
Were your coal bins full? If not call
on rhe big cake of ice and even suc- which several thousand dollars in
the Coors Lumber company and
up
ceeded in pulling up their boat. Help- - prizes are offered.
order fuel. Orders will be filled with- but delay.

SEEN THE NEW

YOU

OKLAHOMA SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Guthrie, Okla., Mar. 4. Reports

BOSTON MA8SACRE.
Boston, Mar. 4. The local historical

showing a gratifying increase in the
number of Sabbath schools in this
state and a widespread Interest in
Sabbath school work have been pre
pared for presentation to the annual
convention of the Oklahoma Sunday
School association, wnich met In this
city today with a large attendance of
delegates. The program of the gath
ering covers three aays and provides
for addresses by several noted Sun- day school experts in addition to the
discussion of all phases of Sunday

forty-secon-

school work.
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP DEBATE
Columbia, S. C.. Mar. 4. The debat- Ing team of Davidson college came to
Columbia today to fengage id the an-

and patriotic societies today held exercises in observance of the one hundred and
anniversary of
the Boston massacre, on March 5,
1770, which claimed three of the patriots who were defending their homes
and demanding their rights against
the onslaughts of the British troops
who had made life anything but
pleasant to the people of Boston during the period after the repeal of the
Stamp act.
Resenting the insults put to them
by the men and boys of Bosto.i, the
British troops protected themselves
against the charge of the indignant
Boston men. When the smoke of th9
Briish guns cleared away there were
eleven men stretched on tho ground,
of whom three were killed :hd eight
wounded. Although the demonstration of the Boston citizens was but
a defensive move, it had a m eat deal
to do with the hastening of ihe Revolutionary war.

j

d

nual forensic tilt with representatives
of the University of South Carolina.
Davidson has the afirrmatlve and Car
olina the negative side of the ques- tion: "Resolved, That it Is for the
best interest of the municioalities in
the United States that they own and
operate their gas, electric Hsrht and
ROOT AND HERB REMEDIES
traction plants."
stand the test of time because they
possess merit and though many years
AVOID HARSH DRUGS
have passed since our American
Tend to Cause InMany Cathartics
grandmothers commenced to make
jury to the Bowels
their annual collections of roots,
If you are subject to constipation,
herbs and barks, from which to preyou should avoid strong drugs and
pare medicine to relieve different ailcathartics. They only give temporary ments science has failed to
produce
relief and their reaction is harmful other remedies so
dependable.
and sometimes more annoying than
Many of these old recipes which
constipation. They in no way effect our ancestors found so reliable have
a cure and their tendency is to weakdeveloped into proprietary medicines
en the already weak organs with of world-wid- e
reputation, such as
which they come in contact
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
ComWe honestly believe that, we have
pound, the most successful
remedy
the best constipation treatment ever for woman's ills the world has ever
devised. Our faith in it is so strong known, and tons
of roots and herbs
that we sell it on the positive guaran- are used annually in
making It.
tee that it shall not cost the user a
cent if it does not give entire satisA COLOSSAL
BLANKET SALE
faction audi completely remedy constiJust
in
to
time
meet your demands
pation. This preparation is called Rexall Orderlies. These areprompt, soorl from cheap cotton blankets to all
WCK1
bankets, regular $3.50, $3.00
ing, and most effective in action. They
and
values at
Hw Jong
are made of a recent chemical dis
Their principal ingredient is can they lasrt? Certainly not, after
covery.
and colorless. these are gone. A snap in men's un
odorless, tasteless,
Combined with other well known in- derwear $1.25, $1.00 and 75c at 50c
Where?
Why, at the 5, 10 and 25
gredients, long established for their
Cent
Store.
conusefulness in the treatment of
stipation, it forms a tablet which is
eaten just like candy. They may be
DO YOU KNOW WHY
The Lobby is such a popular meettaken at any time, either day or night
without fear or their causing any In- ing place for men? The answer is
convenience whatever. They do not easy. It handles the best wines and
gripe, purge, nor cause nausea. They liquors for sale In Las Vegas and is
act without causing any pain or ex- in a convenient location, on the corner
cessive looseness of the bowels. They opposite the Santa fc'e station. A big
are ideal for children, weak, delicate line of the best cigars In always in
persons, and aged people, as well as stock, Lauoach & Benjamin, proprietors.
for the most hearty person.
They come in three size packages,
12 tablets, 10 cents;
36 tablets, 25
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
cents; 80 tablets, 50 cents. Remem- Your druggist will refund money if
ber, you can obtain them only at our PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
store The Rexall Store. B. G. Mur - case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
i
Phey.
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 60c.
Ly-di- a

PROTECTION

Against the cold blasts that bring
pneumonia, grip and disagreeable
colds upon their breath is afforded by
chamois vests and chest protectors.
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full
line.
You can be comfortable and
free from the fear of catching cold
if you wear one of these handy articles. Schaefer's, opera house block.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

110.

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well m
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than evei
before. We have many styles In the
bright and satin finish, fine mat
y
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
Johnsen & Son

IN NEW YORK CITY
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
street
Broadway and Fifty-fourtnear Central Park, an ideal location.
In the retail shopping and theater
district with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand. A hand
tome, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restaurants in the city, but moderate in
Rooms with bath, $2.50 per
prices.
day up. Send for booklet Harry P,
Stlmson, manager.

SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, has received an advance showing of spring
styles in millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish. Now is the

LENGTHEN
YOUR LIFE
By sending your washing to the Las
time to have your hats remodeled for Vegas Steam Laundry. We have one
in the
spring. Mrs- - Wallis is prepared to of the best establishments
do such work quickly and satisfactor- southwest.
Our machinery is new.
Our plant is modern and sanitary.
ily at her store on Sixth street.
WHAT IS THE REASON
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary

dairy is constantly gaining new customers and is holding its old patrons?
Because it furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk Is abso
lutely free from contamination, it is
handled in sterilized rooms by scientific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
a while and you will never change.

4

Our service
our, oldest
loyal ones.
las avenue.

is careful and prompt and
customers are our most
Handy location on DougThe wagon will call.

GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign at
your place of business you will have
done something for yourself as well
aa your city, tor an electric sign is the
modern great white way of advertising. Keeps yoor name constantly bepr ANTS, PENNANTS
fore the eyes of the purchasing pubBailjurio store has just received lic and helps to make Las Vegas look
a new jtock of High School and Nor like s wideawake
city. Las Vegas
mal pennants. It Is snowing also Light and Power company.
some pretty novelties in girls' hats
for High School lasies. Pennants and
1
pillows of all the big colleges are
awaiting your Inspection.
-

SSMfi

SOUVENIR DISHES.
Miss M. M. Thompson, a', her store
on Sixth street, will sell souvenir

dishes for a limited time at a great
reduction. There are some beautiful
pieces in the lot and prospective purchasers should come early in order to
take advantage of the sale.
Miss
Thompson always keeps a complete
line of postal cards and curios.
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
Very much talked but very little in
evidence except in case of high prices.
Yet in spite of the fact we have succeeded in getting an excellerit line of
all leather shoes for boys that is
great in value for a little money.
Prices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13 to 2, $1.26;
2
to
$1.50. For misses and chil.
dren at same prices.
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FOLEY'S

HEDGCOCK'S.
"OPEN TOWN" CANDIDATE LEADS
Seattle, Wasn., Mar. 4. The noils

PRESENT HOLDERS OF FI8TIC TITLE8
Bantamweight Johnny Coulon of Chicago, 23 years old.
Featherweight Johnny Kilbane of Cleveland, 23 years old.
Lightweight Ad Wolgast of Cadillac, Mich., 24 years old.
Welterweignt Jimmy Clabby "of Milwaukee, 22 years bid.
Middleweight In disputa
Light Heavyweight Tommy Burns of Canada, 31 years old.
Heavyweight Jack Johnson of Chicago, 34 years old.

SUPPLIES A HOME NEED
Our famous brand of bherwood Rye
whiskey, properly aged and carefully
kept, fills the exact demand of the one
who wishes a supply in the family
sideboard. Your telephone order will
be filled promptly and satisfaction
guaranteed. A full line of finest California wines are also directed to your
attention. The Opera oar, Charles T.
Farley, proprietor. Telephone Main

HONEY

and

TAR

COMPOUND

opened In Seattle this morning for
what is regarded as the most import For over three decades a favorite
ant municipal election held here in household medicine forCOUGHS,
COLDS CROUP, WHOOPING
years. Interest centers almost wholly
in the mayoralty
contest between COi&?ONCHITIS. HARD
Hiram C. Gill, former mayor, and
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
George F. Cotterill, the single tax can
and reliable. The Bee Hive on the
didate. The early indications point to
carton
is the mark of the genuine.
the election of Gill, who conducted
susurutes.
his campaign under an "open town"
O. G. SCHAEFER
slogan.
Red Cross Drug Co.
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Disarranging

and where the cloth la of deep crear
or Ivory tone large buttons of Imitr.
lion ivory are effective.
When the white coat has a touch of
ooior in Ita lining, collar, etc., the color
is, perhaps, echoed in the buttons, and
handsome plain buttons of enamel and
crystal are to be had in all colors
uso strict economy
in matters of Rversible materials white on one side
dress, will do well, however, to think and colored on the other, are shown
twice before they invest in a taffeta in light weight and are used with the
frock. In the first place only the reverse side showing In big soft colheat grades of taffeta look well and lars and cuffs and in some cases used
last through the season and fine for button coverings.
niack and white checked woollens
grade taffetas are not particularly inexpensive; in the second place taff- are always in demand for spring suiteta, although undoubtely a beautiful ings and service coats and whether
material when of good quality, is not in shepherd's plaid, chicken foot
suitable for every kind of frock, as check or black check, they have a cer
it lacks the soft and clinging quality tain quality of freshness and smart
The implement shown in the illuswhich the present fashionable silhou- ness if well made.
tration is used with good effect In the
Diagonals and stripes in white and arid districts of Utah and other westette demands. For elegant costumes
for afternoon wear it may be used to black and white with gTay ar also ern states. It not only deals effectivewith weeds, but also tends to level
advantage either alone or In combi-ntaio- numerous among the suitings and ly
the surface and create the necessary
with some other material, but coatings and naturally one finds them "dust blanket" mulch.
The Implefor plain tailored costumes it is en- among the ready made coats. The ment consists of a rectangle, 10 by 4
stripe Itself, If the coats is of striped feet, made of
tirely unsulted.
planks 8 Inches
of the
is
used
side
the
tailor
To
the
under
wide.
material,
summer
cleverly
of
by
possibilities
Apropos
planks are bolted nine knives,
and taffetas, the gay hued taffeta to relieve the severity of the garment,
inch steels, 24 inches
coatee worn with lingerie frocks last transverse or diagonal use of the made from
is bent eight Inches
steel
The
long.
summer and even the summer before, stripe as trimming offering excellent from one end, so that It
will drop
lias lineal descendants. With an ador- possibilities.
down behind the plank. The knives
White collars, becoming if not alable lingerie frock of embroidered net
and lace a French designer has pro- together practical, appear upon mau
MOISTURE
vided st sort of belted Russian blouse of the imported coats and there are FOR SAVING
in changeable taffeta of the luscious beautiful new serges of medium tones
watermelon pink tones. This coat or with reverse side of white which
blouse or tunic, or whatever one may made up delightful)? both for suits
Type of Soil Shouid Determine
choose to call it, is sleeveless, cut a and for light weight wraps.
Depth of Plowing.
Dark blue is, as usual, favored by
little low and rcund in the neck, cpens
down the shoulders with .rows of coat designers and, although it show 3
small buttons in an odd shade of dust and spots too readily to be as
Kindt of Plows on Market
green which harmonizes beautifully serviceable for motoring and hard Certain
Have Tendency to ThorWhich
wear
mixed
or
as
neutral
the
tweeds
with the pink, and has little embroidoughly Mix 8oil From Bottom
ered imitation eyelets of green. There hued woollens. It is admirable for a
and Top of Furrow Slice.
worn
is the very narrowest of embroider- general utility coat that is to be
on
in
for
or
the
the
street,
carriage
ed lines in green around the neck,
(By ALVIN KEY8BR. Colorado Agriculthe arm holes and the blouse tablier casual travel or motoring.
tural College.)
While wide girdlelike belts are fashwhich rounds up to the belt at each
The question of whether land
ionable, there is something chic and should be plowed deeply or not Is
side.
of soil
A double row of green buttons and smart about the narrow belt which largely a question of the type
work. If the
to
one
has
which
with
leaththe
lacks.
Black
former
patent
the
embroidered button holes trims
soil is quite sandy, much shallower
front of the blouse down to the bust er belts, one and a half inches in plowing will give better results than
decor-ateare
are
These
width
popular.
line, though the 'blouse fastens invisIf the soli Is a silt loam, a clay loam
with a buckle to match, or one or adobe.
Deep plowing should oe
ibly under the left arm. A narrow
definite pur
folded girdle is of the silk with a tit of antique silver. Plain stiched cloth performed for certain
is making a
tie shirred and corded ornament of belts to match the suit are also worn. poses; chief among these
to catch the water
reservoir
are
trimmed
with
these
Sometimes
deep
tablier
the
and
finish,
silk
for
tho
that falls. A sandy soil does not need
folio wnit helow the hips. Such a tiny white buttons arranged in a de- such treatment because water peneblouse could be worn effectively over sign at the back.
trates a very sandy soli with very
Narrow satin belts are in great de- - little difficulty without the deep plow
any sheer white frock and something
Some are made of contrasting ing. Such a soil is also sufficiently
on the general lines but less hand- and.
color from that used in the dress. I loosened and aerated for crop grow- some might be very attractive.
On heavier soils, how
There are, too, litle taffeta boleros, Suede and leather belts are made in Ing purposes.as
the silt loams, clays.
all widths desired and in every color. ever, such
bo
shirred
and
corded
usually draped,
and adobes, deep plowing
loams
clay
to
The bracelet is
regain the favor Is of decided advantage. It enables
that they really take the place of
bodices acompanylhg frocks of sheer which it once held. A very beautiful the precipitation obtained to penelingerie material, and sometimes one armlet now being worn consists of a trate the soli In which humus is
sees a draped bodice of the taffeta plain band of dull silver inset at in- blended. As a consequence deep plowing on the heavier soils Is always of
with no pretence of bolero about it in tervals with large oval opals.
advantage If it is done sufficiently
FLOREXC1-FAIRPANKS.
company with a sheer skirt and
long before the crop Is put In to allow
or
collar
and
Eleeves or undersleeves
nature through time and rainfall to
fichu. Such a model had a skirt of CASCARETS FOR A
properly compact the furrow slice.
SICK, SOUR STOMACH Such deep plowing is usually beBt acfinest white cotton crepe with a
complished by gradually increasing
design in corn color, white beis no great
tween. The bordure was the only Gently but thoroughly cleanse ana the depth, although there
on ordinary soils by
done
damage
skirt.
trimming on the softly fulled
regulate your Stomach, Liver and
going down deeply at once.
Bowels while you sleep
The bodice was a little bolero of corn
There are certain types of plows
color taffeta over a high girdle of the
on the market which have a tendency
That awful sourness, belching ot to thoroughly mix the soil from the
taffeta and undersleeves and tucks
were of tulle. A big black velvet rose acid and foul gases; that pain In tbt bottom and the top of the furrow
can he used witn
was thrust into the girdle top.
pit of the stomach, the heartburn, slice. Such plows
to plow as deep as desired and
safety
not
are
!i
coats
after
nervousness, nausea, bloating
Although ;ht weight
do It at once, observing the precauquite seasonable in the northern cli- eating, feeling of fullness, dizziness tion given above, viz., plowing a con
mate just now, many of them are pur- and sick headache, means indigestion; siderable period prior to the planting
chased by women about to go to the a disordered stomach, which cannot of crops.
Plowing is best done when the soil
south. The majority of these coats be regulated until you remove the
which
are made much like those of the win- cause. It isn't your stomach's fault. contains a degree of moisture
It to pulverize
cause
to
is
right
just
ter, but with slightly more skirt width Your stomach is as good as any.
well when thrown out by the plow.
toward the bottom and, of course, in
Try Cascarets; they cure lndlges If plowed In this condition deep
light weight materials. The line is tlon, becauise they immediately cleanse plowing works no serious Injury on
unstially straight instead of narrowing and regulate the stomach, remove the the soil; in fact, It usually works a
(oward the bottom and, perdaps for sour, undigested and fermenting food benefit. Deep plowing when the soil
fol
that reason, the rounded front corn- and foul gases; take the excess bile is very dry and lumpy unless
usually
rains,
lowed
by
propitious
deoff
and
the
the
often
the
liver
than
from
upon
carry
ers are seen less
works injury.
winter coats. This applies, be it
composed waste matter and poison
Then
bowels.
all
from the intestines and
only to the practical cover
DRY FARM LAND THAT BLOWS
coat, of wool for motor and general your stomach trouble is ended forutility service. More dressy models ever. A Cascaret tonight will straight- Most Difficult Problem Perhaps Best
box
in taffeta, satin and even certain wool en you out by morning a
Solved by Heavy Listing Crosswise
lens a r often on the mantle order from any drug store will keep your
to Prevailing Winds.
with much emphasized rounding away entire family feeling good for months.
Don't forget the children their little
Much of the very best dry farming
of fronts:'.
Perhaps the most interesting of the insides need a good, gentle cleansing land Is of such a loose nature that It
blows badly. Theoretically, clays hold
new coats, though not the most prac- too.
more moisture than sands and sandy
ample
tical, are the all covering,
loam, but the difficulty of maintaining
Affects
Cold
the
How
Kidneys
well tailored garments in white, white
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys a soil mulch allows so much escape ot
and black or white and gray, which are sensitive. Cold congests the kid water by evaporation that this charac
figure prominently among the early neys, throws too much much work teristic Is largely offset
How to stop blowing has been the
importations. It is hard to pick and upon them, and weakens their action
kidney trouble ana even most difficult problem, and is perhaps
choose from among these, as they are serious disease
may result. Strength
Brlght's
listing crossall equally charming.
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain best solved by heaving winds.
Here
The smart white serge coats are and soreness, build them up by the wise to the prevailing
conflict, for it is
and
fact
theory
again
use
of
Pills
Foley's Kidney
numerous and of many styles, but the timely
Tonic in action, quick In results. O evident that there is more surrace exbest looking of them are rather se- O. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. posed for evaporation on listed than
vere of line and tailoiing and the R5 cents or two and one-hafor $1.
flat ground and not only that, but the
same rule applies to the other white
bottom of the furrow has no soil mulch
Children are miuch more likely to until the furrows crumble somewhat
woollens, cheviots, cords, ratines of
that the furrows
light weight, sponge weaves, etc. Both contract the contagious diseases when The fact however,snows must be takcatch the drifting
colds.
have
cough
Whooping
or
they
hard
the
and
twill,
soft
the
serges
scarlet fever and consump en into consideration, and In practice
cord serge, which is popular in Paris, diphtheria,
tion are diseases that are often con there will usually be a greater moisare used for the white coats and white traded when the child has a cold ture content In spring in furrowed
braid is cleverly used to trim some That is why all medical authorities ground than that which Is left level,
For the quick besides which It bo'.-the better the
models, while others depend entirely say beware of colds.
cure of colds you will find nothing bet fine soil which drifts away so easily.
cachfor
their
and
cut
tailoring
upon
ter than Chamberlain's Cough Remcontinually breaks down under
et. Buttons, too, are important and edy. It can always be depended up Band
cultivation and weathering, making a
is
to
coat
clear
and
take
safe
on
crystal
and is pleasant
with the white
good soil of It tf It can be be retained.
much used, as are big pearly buttons: For sale by all ruggists.
New York, March 2. There
axe
many Indications that the coming
spring season will see a revival of
the taffeta fad. The spring models
shown in the shops include a largo
variety of taffeta frocks and they
seem to please the fancy of the buyers. Women, who are compelled to

f
L
jp.
are bolted to the plank diagonally at
or
an angle of 46 degrees by maane
two bolts. The bend Is about three
Indies deep, which allows the knives
surto work that distance below the
or
The
part
long
face of the ground.
d
the steel below the bend is ebafV-eneon the front side, so that
will be cut. The knlveB on the front
on the
slope to the right, while those
rear plank slope to the left This
for
arrangement makes it impossible
any weeds to be missed, or any part
of the ground to remain unstirred,
thereby preparing a bed for ralnfaU.
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INCREASED VALUE OF FARMS
Census Bureau Gives Aggregate In the
Arid and Semi-AriReglona as
d

$10,488,000,000.

The arid and semi-ari- d
regions make
a remarkable showing In farm values,
according to the census taken last
year.
A bulletin recently Issued by the
census bureau shows that the aggregate value of farm land In the secThis
tions named is 110,488,000,000.
enormous value la all the more remarkable because of the contrast with
the $8,249,000,000 Indicated by the cen- I

sus of 1900.
The value ot farm land In the arid
and semi-ariregions In 1910 was
nearly half that of all the farm land
in the United States ten years before
that year. Whether values of this
kind in other parts of the country
Increased In the same proportion or
not, it is evident that they made a
big advance; and from It all one may
fqrm an Idea of the vast growth in the
d

country's wealth from this source.
The census report should open the
eyes of people in the east and middle
west to the importance of that part
of the country which lies west of the
ninety-eightmeridian.
It forms
nearly half the area of the national
domain outside Alaska and the insular
possessions; and the great Increase in
farm land values In ten years suggests the importance of the part It
will play In the national development
of the future.
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you, Martha
little woman
the
exclaimed
Shaw!"
with her hat awry as she sank into
the vacant seat on the elevated train
beside a serene faced young woman.
"I suppose you also are bound on that
absonecessary errand. Don't you
lutely dread Christmas shopping?"
"Not in the least, you funny Josle
Graham," Mrs. Shaw answered with
a superior air, "I don't believe In
rushing madly around at the eleventh
hour to select gifts that invariably
prove unsuitable and oftentimes are
unappreciated. I'm giving only to my
Sunday school class and the children
For the girls I have
In the family.
made dainty little fancy things during the summer; for the children I
bought books away back In September. Today I'm going downtown to
lunch with a dear friend."
"Fortunate creature!" Mrs. Graham
wrinkle
sighed, enviously, another
appearing in her forehead as she
opened her bag, drew forth a list and
hurriedly added another line ol
cramped writing. "I've Just remembered that I must get something for
the little girl next door. Last year
her mothc- sent the baby a book,
and, of c use, she'll expect something for Betty this year."
"Don't you think that ia a wrong
cone- Hon of the Christmas spirit,
giving because one gets?" Mrs. Shaw
asked.
"I never will be a party to
such a mercenary arrangement."
"It doesn't seem quite right, but
hale io hurt auy one's feelings by
seeming to slight her," Mrs. Graham
replied, looking out of the window
How this train
anxiously.
"Mercy!
crawls. I know I won't have time to
buy half the things on my list"
"I wish I could persuade you to
trj
my plan," Mrs. Shaw said. "Outside
the children and the Sunday school
class not a single soul will receive
anything from me but a card expressYon
ing a Christmas sentiment
know, that is the custom abroad, and
It is a very convenient and pretty
"How nice to meet

?

d

PEACE

Plans

Poultry
Hens relish a feed of Dolled potatoes occasionally.
There is no better place for the in-

1

one."

Washington, Mar. 4. Several hundred delegates, appointed by the governors of forty states, all men of earnest thought, devoted to the best interests of their country, met in the
assembly hall of he Bureau of Amer-caRepublics his morning to discuss
the subject of industrial peace and
1i ogress. The National Civic federation, as a feature of its twelfth annual
meeting, brought them together to exchange ideas and to recommend informally some solution of the serious
problems pertaining to the relations
between employers and employes.
Three notable participants In the initial session were Seth Low, the president of the Nationar Civic federation,
who called the gathering to order;
Cardinal Gibbons, who acted as presiding officer, and President Taft,
who delivered the opening address.
In addition, the seats on the platform
were occupied by members of the cabinet, senators and representatives,
heads of departments, noted financiers, merchants and manufacturers,
educators, ministers of the gospel and
heads of labor organizations.
The day was devoted almost wholly
to the discussion of the relation of
the emploper to the employe from
the following standpoints: "The Private Employer to His Employes;"
"The Public Utility Company to Its
Employes;" "The Government Federal, State or Municipal to Its Employes."
The discussion of the first topic Included consideration of such trade
agreements as those between the
Publishers' association and Its 100,000
employes who are members of the
Typograhplcal, Pressmen's and Stereo-typerunions, and tne contracts between the building trade employers
and the
members of the
thirty-fiv- e
national building trades
unions.
Under the division applying to public utility companies special consideration was given to the successful
operation of the Erdman conciliation
act, and to the methods of negotiation
between employers and employes.
Judge Martin A. Knapp, of the com
merce court, led the discussion and
among the the other participants were
managers of several of the large railroad systems and the heads of the
railroad brotherhoods.
Under the "Relation of the Government to Its Employes" was conside-e- d
the question, "How Can Public Employes Secure Rearess of Grievances
Without Striking ' The discussion of
this subject was led by Second Assistant Postmaster General Stewart, and
addresses were made by William II
Edwards, commissioner of the New
York street cleaning department; Representative Lloyd of Missouri, Samuel
Gompers, president of the American
Federation of Labor, and Dr. Charles
P. Neill, commissioner of labor.
The general topics selected for consideration at tomorrow's sessions are
"Workmen's Compensation and the
Prevention of Industrial Accidents"
and "Pensions for Public and Private
Employes." Charles Nagle, secretary
of the department of commerce and
labor will preside at the morning session and Franklin MacVeagh secretary of the treasury will officiate in
Senator Sutherland
the afternoon.
n

s'

"But I'd feel awfully embarrassed
on receiving gifts, especially If the)
happened to be things I really want
ed, knowing that I had sent the donoi
merely a trifling card," Mrs. Graham
demurred. "Wouldn't you feel embarrassed under similar circumstances?"
"Not In the least," Mrs. Shaw answered, placidly.
Mrs. Graham looked dubious as she
removed a needle from the front ol
her shirt waist and picked a strand
of red silk thread from her skirt. '11
one could only make up one's mind
to begin one's Christmas work earlj
in the year!" she mused.
"Some ol
That remind!
my friends did and
me; can you keep a secret? I can't,
I'm afraid. When we were at the
lake last summer Mrs. Kemper knii
you the most exquisite pale pins
porch shawl for a Christmas gift."
"How sweet of her!" Mrs. Shaw exclaimed delightedly. "And pink, too!
She knows that pink is my favorite
color." A thoughtful look came inta
her eyes.
At the next stop the two arose and
left the car together, parting when
they reached the sidewalk.
Late In the afternoon when Mrs.
Graham paused beside a handkerchlel
counter she bumped elbows with Mrs.
Shaw, who was frantically Inspecting
the contents of various boxes. Hei
calm appearance of the morning had
vanished and she was disheveled and
wild eyed.

'If it

Isn't tho luckiest thing to
meet you now!" Mrs. Shaw exclaimed.
"Do you think Mrs. Kemper would
Uko a lace handkerchief for a gift?
I've racked my brains and I can't
think of another thing. There, that's
all these
my bundle that dropped
are mine. I must have them made
Into one.
You never know when
you'll get things if you have them
sent at this busy season.
" began Mrs.
"But I thought
Graham wonderingly.
"Something fine and exquisite, ol
course," Mrs. Shaw said. "She has
taken so many
for me in
the pink shawl. By the way, I had a
delightful visit today with my friend.
She brought me an exquisite centerpiece, her own handiwork. I've Just
bought her a dainty short silk kiit.
mono. I met Mrs. Horton after I left
Leg weakness Is the result of a lack you; she said that Fanny had made
of mineral elements In the feed. Green me the sweetest little Irish crochet
feed and lime In some form are needjabot; I Just love them. I got Fanny
ed.
a belt buckle young girls love pretty
Having dropping boards made of things.
matched lumber will save time and
"I think this is the prettiest handtemper when it comes to cleaning kerchief. It la the last thing I'm gothem.
ing to buy today. I'm completely worn
It costs more to keep a poor hen out, aren't you? I'm going to run
than It does to keep a good one. More down again tomorrow and buy the
worry, more vexation, more dissatiother gifts. I caught a glimpse of my
sfaction.
brother Jack's wife at the fancy work
Wherever cement floors are used counter matching a cord to a pillow
short litter should cover them several top that I know Is for me; I have
The bare floor is too always openly admired hers. I think
Inches deep.
I'll give Jenny and Jack a piece of cut
damp and cold.
Keep the temperature of the egg glass; they are starting housekeepchamber as near 103 degrees as pos- ing, you know."
"Haven't your Christmas plans besible, and keep the incubator away
come a little disarranged, my dear?"
from the sunlight
To encourage duck eggs wilch are Mrs. Graham asked, unkindly.
so greatly In demand daring
"No, Indeed," Mrs. Shaw returned
the
winter
months, the stock birds quickly, giving her hat a push which
landed It over the left eye instead of
should be fed liberally.
An occasional drink of water in the right. She held out her hand
In a soiled white kid glove for
which ten drops of carbolic acid per
gallon have been mixed is a recom- her package and added with dignity,
"I am simply
mended preventive) of disease.
elaborating on my

cubator than a clean, dry cellar.
It is an easy matter to chill a lot of
profit out of a hen this time ot year.
Young hens should be depended
upon for winter eggs.
Fowls for killing will be better for
not having had food for from 10 to 12
hours before butchering.
As a layer the overfat hen Is about
as useless as the ben that is thin from
not getting enough to eat.
Hens do their best laying before
they are two years old. Hens more
than two make the best sitters.
For successful work it is necessary
to have good Incubators, good eggs
and good, common-sens- e
management.
A chicken will drink as much water,
proportionally, as a cow, and it is
quite as important that It shouid have

SEVERAL
HUNDRED DELEGATES
FROM VARIOUS STATES TO
GATHER IN WASHINGTON
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DELICIOUS

STEAKS

The Las Vegas Mercantile eompanj
makes a special tly of alfalfa i rt native and Kansas City beef, t'onsa-quentlthe best steaks to be pui etta
ed in this city come off the blocks m
Its meat department You are not
getting the best for your money unless you are buying meat a he L is
ore.
Vegas Mercantile company's
A MONTH HA8 PASSED
whole month of the new year b;1
passed. Have you started that accon n t
for yourself or your little son or
daughter? If not, you have still
months in which to save. The
National Bank offers an admirable p
A

F"t

portunlty for accumulating
Your account solicited.

It
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IT IS NOT STRANGE
is not strange that so many peo-

ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center street The bill
of fare Is generous and the price is
25 cents for. regular meals.
people wonder how It la possible to serve such e cellent meals so
cheaply.

cheap,
Many
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Chamberlain's Cough Remeiiv has
won its great, remitatinn and pvtmi- slve sale by ita remarkable cures of
coughs, colds and croup. It can be
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all

Many suffereres from rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief afforded by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment. Not
one case of rheumatism In ten requires any internal treatment whatever. This liniment .is for sale by
all druggists.

a jduras joj 8hjvV
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EVERYTHING
IN JEWELRY
Silverware and cut glass. The best
and most complete line In the city at
prices that are right All the stand
ard makes of watcnes. An optical de
partment In chargo of an pert Remember the name and fame of Sablno
Lujan, on Bridge street.
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The Sound Sleep of Good Health
Is not for those suffering from kidney ailments and irregularities. The
prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
kidneys, restore normal action, and
with It health and strength. Mra. M.
F. Spalsbury, o.erllngi, ni says: "I
suffered great pain In my back and
kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
could not raise my hands over my
head. But two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

AN EPIDEMIC OP COUGHING
Is sweeping over the town. Old and
young alike are affected, and the
sirain Is particularly hard on little
children and on elderly people. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound is a quick
safe and reliable cure for all cougha
and colds. Contains no opiates. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

love-stitch-

JO

of Utah, chairman of congressional
commission on workmen's compensation will open the discussion on "Com
penaatton for Injured Railroad Employes" and Representative Frederick
H. GUlett that on "Pensions for Fed.
eral Employes."
j-Thursday the federation's department on regulation of industrial oor-- .
poratlon will consider an analysla of
the I6,ooo replies to Its "Questionalre
on Trusts" and it
proposed "Act to
supplement the Sherman antl-trulaw" baaed thereon. The woman's
welfare department also will meet
Thursday. Its program will consist of
a business meeting in the
morning
and addresses by prominent women
in the afternoon.
Means of preventing the "law's de
lay" will be the topic of the department on reform in legal procedure,
which consists of representative law
yers from every state. The depart
ment is urging the passage of the bill
drafted by a committee of the Amer
ican Bar association designed to pre
vent delay and unnecessary cost In
litigation through reversals by higher
courts on technicalities.
The annual dinner will be given at
the New Wlllard hotel tomorrow even
ing and will have a number of men
of national prominence as speakers.
The following evening Mr. and Mrs.
John Hays Hammond will give a reception at their home to the delegates
and members of the National Civic
federation.

ELKS

Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Waterman is making sittings and the pictures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
out by that high class photographer.
Better arrange for a Bitting today.
Waterman, the Plaza.
OUR LIVERY SERVICE

Is right up to snuff In all w ather.
Night calls are given prompt attention and the best service is provided.
Good horses kept In a clean stable
and good rigs may be obtained at any
time from us. Call up Main 15 and we
will do the rest in. I Cooler.
You Judge a man not by what he
promises to do, but by what he has
done. That is the only true test.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged
by this standard has no superior. People everwhere speak of It In the highest terms of praise. For sale by all
tJruggists.
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ing of a progressive republican party convention of the republican party of
the state of Now Mexico to be held
in New Mexico.
eey
Of coarse there would have been on March 8, 1911, from the several
a few disappointed office seekers o( counties of the state shall be ss folthe l'richard type who would have lows:
19
changed parties, but many good re- Bernalillo
" '
publicans, who now remain at home Chaves
" 7
when they should go to the grlmaries, Colfax
0
yj
4
or imagine they are progressive re Curry
Dona Ana
14
publicans without having the least
6
Idea what the progressive republicans Eddy
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
PRESENTS stand for. would have lemained stead- Grant
jj
Finer,-Whit- er
Guadalupe
fast.
SENTIMENTS FOR CONSIDERALincoln
g
The man who is sound, progressive
TION OF VOTERS
Luna
i
and conservative at heart will come
MoKlnley
6
back; the professional politician who Mora
' Las Vegas, March 4, 1912. seeks only his own aggrandizement
16
Otero
To The Optic:
GERMAN
g
would better be kept out, while the
9
In a letter published last Monday I real radical belongs with the social- Quay
Rio Arriba
SILVERWARE
20
suggested the attitude of a large num- ist, the anarchist, the dominant demo
Roosevelt
4
tober of New Mexico republicans
IN EVERY SACK- crat, but not with the republican par Sandoval
wards the candidacy of William H. ty.
San Juan
5
Andrews for United States senator.
It must be admitted that the hue 8an
Miguel
30
I disliked to present what
as
ConserMuch
DAILY BY MAIL:
and cry against our orderly,
Santa Fe
jg
might appear to be a harsh criticism vative and representative government, Sierra
One Year
16.00
,
Distributors
5
of one who has been highly honored the agitation fcr socialistic remedies
Mx Months
3.00
Socorro
NEWS FROM THE
22
for
by the republicans of New Mexico, and fads long ago tried and discar- Taos
STATE CAPITAL
man- dedwitness this newly revived demain
most
to
the
stale
public
yet
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Torrance
jq
ner what has become common talk in gogic and opportunist doctrine of the
GROWER.
Union
conof
decisions
in
the
the
business,
of
the
home,
recall
place
One Year
judicial
2.0o
Valencia
19
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
on the street, for many months must stitutes a serious menace, not so much
lx Months
1.00
Santa Ke, N. M Mar. 4. Governor be timely and proper.
to the republican party as to the StabTotal
Jos
McDonald today appointed Cole RalI have been
the
large ility of the nation. Unless all signs
All notices of contest shall be sub
gratified by
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip
ston of Socorro county, a member of number of republican readers of The fail, the 8omlng sniggle will not te mitted In
tions).
writing, setting forth the
ooard, vice B. F.
and
Optic, who have expressed their en- so much between republicans
Remit by draft, check or money the Cattle Sanitary
grounds of contest, which must be
Fe
county, resigned. dorsement of the view presented. It democrats as between conservatives filed
erder. If cent otherwise we will not Pankey of Santa
with the secretary of the state
Planted More Fish
is not to be doubted that the hosts of and radicals, though from every indi- central committee at least three
be responsible for loss.
days
P.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas
honest, self respecting voters and citi- cation the republican hosts will once before the meeting of the state con
Specimen copies free on application Gable
has returned from a trip up the zens of New Mexico demand the se- again embark under the banner of vention.
Denver & Rio Grande as far as
All county conventions must be held
lection of our very best men for Uni- conservatism.
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
during which he planted fish ted States senators, and that they do
It is absolutely idle to talk of effect- not later than the 4th day of March,
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
fry In various streams. This morning not believe that Mr. William H. An-- i ing a real union between people who 1912
PAID FOR.
he went to the uppfr tveos on a simi- CreWB measures v.? to the
nndnrd. believe In such radical,
VENCESLO JARAMILLO,
Advertisers are guaranteed the lar mission.
True a number of democrats have and destructive principles as the iniChairman.
Bible
OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
on
Historic
Took Oath
in the Andrews' de- tiative and recall and those who fix HERBERT W. CLARK,
taken
largest dally and weekly circulation
up
cudgels
his
had
H.
W.
Federal
Pope
Judge
of any newspaper In Northwestern
fense and say it would be ingratitude their fatih upon a conservative govSecretary.
oath administered by Chief Justice of to decline further
Mew Mexico.
honors, but tjmeo ernment. They are as wide apart as
Telephone or call and we will have oiirfdemonstrator
the United States Court White on a
the poles. It willsoon be necessary
danai'os et dona forentes.
of
the
Bible upon which the justices
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1012.
THE BEST DINNER
show you.
While a wise selection of United for us to admit, whatever the name
supreme court of the United States
Is not complete unless you serve
and traditions of the republican and
will
senators
strengthStates
greatly
over
hun
a
took their oath since 1808,
as a finishing touch some of Potter's
en republicans in New Mexico, and democrat may mean to us, that In the
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Shop
dred years ago.
ice cream. In our factory only the
radicmost
the
essential
particulars
have a tendency to repair the injury
May Hold U. S. Circuit Court Here.
in als of the two great parties are draw freshest and best materials are used.
In speaking with Circuit Judge San- done by unwise selection of officers
ing more closely together than the They are combined under the most
who
have
if
the
the
a8t,
republicans
Wm. Whalen, Prop,
born of St. Louis, Federal Judge W.
Phjne Main 344.
radicals and conservatives of either. sanitary conditions and are the
H. Pope learned that there is a like- been talking of late tell the truth, The battle between radicalism and acme of the ice cream
manufacturing
lihood of the U. S. circuit court of ap there must be other breaches in the
conservatism must once more be business. Ask for Potter's. Made in
attenof
in
need
bulwarks
at
session
republican
peals holding an occasional
Vegas.
fought in this nation and it is well
ft ft
Santa Fe, and arrangements will be tion.
to
remember
the
while
at
that
outset,
here
ft
The majority of New Mexico voters
inaugurated to have the session
radical movements have made temin summer, when sojourn in Santa Fe indubitably believe in the principles
ft
SNAP! SNAP!
in the history of nations,
is most delightful.
advocated by the republican party, porary gains
Now
a
season
is
of
the
good
year
sometimes
have
swept away abuses,
REVKRSING JOHN
Clerk of Federal Court
but with methods that have somethe sound, real progress of the to snap' some excellent winter views. ft
MARSHALL
Federal Judge W. H. Pope will an times been in vogue in some pre- yet
has always been made by the The Bally Curio store has a full line ft
nounce his appointee tor clerk of the cincts, some counties, and some parts nations
To the one is some- of kodaks and supplies and does de- ft
conservatives.
Obviously, the first court decision federal court early this week, three of the state, many republican voters
times entrusted the bosom of destruc- velopment work equal to the best. ft
be submitted for affirmation or re- names being under consideration for have expressed a loss of patience.
that the other, truer to his trust, Purchase a kodak today. You will he ft
versal by the vote of the people under the place. The court will be organ- Unfortunately they have expressed tion,
build again, more wisely and surprised at the cheapness at which
may
of
nonel Koosevcli's plan must be ized immediately. Quite a number
their sentiments by voting for the well. Radical
ft
advance, the history of you can. get a good instrument and
.)hn Marshall's opinion in Marbury U. S. commissioners and a referee in other man. Whenever, they say, a the nation teaches!
ft
sucwill'
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George

Sullivan of Ra'on came In
from

the

Gate City on

was
over the convention which
marked by harmony and enthusiasm.
Torrance Uninstructed
Willard, N. M., March 4. The
county republican convention,
at its meeting here, named ten delegates, uninstructed, to represent the
county at the Santa Fe convention to
select delegates to the national convention. A strong Roosevelt sent'-men- t
appeared to be In the ascendanr,
among the delegates. Ninety per cent
of tho delegates at the county convention were
largely
sheep raisers. The otlowing delegates were elected: Macario Torres,
Candido Padllla, E. D. Lopez, Fred
Chaves, Modesto Ullbarri, Ramon Romero. Perfecto Jaramillo. Fred Hayers
and William Mcintosh.
Grant County
Silver City, N. M., March 4. The
republican county convention met
hero and elected the following delegates to the state convention that
meets in Santa Fe next Friday to t
delegates to the national ronvon
tion In Chicago, June 18: W. D. Sim
ray, M. W. Porterfleld, W. D. Belden,
W. H. Newcomb. L. H. Harlloit. John
Tor-reno-

Justine Sehewerdflnger will leave
tomorrow afternoon for Chicago.
John s. Clark went to Wagon
Mound yesterday afternoon business.
Margarito Romero came In this
morning from El Porvenir on bust

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
tost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel sale
and sure if we fill our
prescription.

CONVENT ONS

MONDAY, MARCH 4.

MANYCOUNTIES
OF STATE
REPUBLICANS
DELEGATES

a

yesterday
short business trip.
J. E. Hestand was in Las Vegas
yesterday and today from his home lit
Santa Fe on business.
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San
Miguel National bank, returned yesterday from a short business trip to
Santa Pe.
O. A. Larraiolo, the attorney, went
to Clayton yesterday afternoon to at
tend the term of the court in Union
county, which convened this morn-

SATURDAY CHOSE
TO STATE OATH-ERINAT SANTA FE.

Spanish-American-

Albuquerque, N. M., Mar. 4. Republican conventions were held in many
of the counties of the state Saturday
and President Taft was endorsed for
renomination by several counties. In
thiB city the following delegates were
chosen to attend thd mate convention
in Santa Pe Friday, which will choose
delegates to the republican national
WINTERS DRUG CO.
convention: E. S. Stover, Francis to.
Wood, J. E. Saint, Nestor Moytoya, F.
Plume Main .
A. Hubbell, Francisco Lucero y Mon-toying.
P. Hanley. D. M. Perea, John W.
Judge E. V. Long left yesterday afA. A. Sedlllo, Thomas R. tm
W:isen,
ternoon for Clayton, Union county, to
ran, John
Clarke, J. rt. Salazar.
attend the Mrh term of the district
W. H.
T. O. Mason, George R. Craig, S. San- T. MoCabe, Dr. L. D. Robinson.
which
convened there this chez. W. S.
court,
and
W.
R.
Holding
Tom
liowe,
Edward A. Cox,
Strlckler,
FANCY LACE
morning.
Fred Bush. The convention endorsed
Mann, Luis Galles, O. C. Hudson,
Mrs. Burt Kelly left yesterday afamong
Crollott, Charles Mellni, R. R. no one. Evidently, however,
ternoon on train No. 10 for Kaiser,
was a very strong
there
the
delegates
M.
W.
W.
E. Hickey,
Pollock,
Martin,
The
W. Va. Mrs. Kelly will stop off In
sentiment favoring Roosevelt.
Thomas Hughes, A. C. Culver.
. in
Taft
Kansas on short visits with
will
'Mi;
support
probably
delegation
Valencia Row Fails to Materialize
to in
friends, and will return to i.;is Vegas
AND
Los Lunas N. M., Mar. 4. The re- if the state convention attempts
delethe
that
is
The
by the way of Denver.
struct.
opinion
publican county convention here was
convention
national
Antonio Lucero, secretary of 'he
the
to
largely attended and thoroughly har- gates
state," arrived last night from Santa monious, the expected fight between should go uninstructed.
Fe. Mr. Lucero was called to Las Ve- the Mirabel faction in the western
ens by the dlath of his father, Pablo
part of the county and the old guard
NO MONEY AND WAS
Lucero. Eloy Lucero, brother of Mr. failed to materialize. The delegation NAD
jui.oiu, iuj arnvea last ntgnr irom goes to Santa Fe uuiustructed.
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
UNABLE TO BE CITIZEN
Albuquerque.
Following Is a list of the delegates:
Mrs. W. C. Dennis, accompanied by Solomon Luna, Carlos Baca, Paul
BELTS,
Mrs. Lydia. Dennis, mother of W. C. Kempenlch, E. Curley, Manuel Sedil-lo- ,
(Continued Prom Page One)
Dennis, left yesterday afternoon for
Jesus C. Sanchez, M. E. Haca, J. S.
HANDBAGS,
the latter's home in Wabash, Ind. Eldrldge, Ruperto .Taramlllo. Sylves- children with clubs.
They acted worse
Mrs. Dennis has been spending the ter Mirabel S. Padia, Bolesio Romero, than Russian Cossacks In times of
SHIRTWAIST SETS,
winter in Las Vegas with Mr. and Saturnino Baca, Perfecto Gibaldon, revolution. Things were so terrible
Mrs. W. C. Dennis.
Ellseo Barela, Fermin Marqtiez,
that we decided to appeal to our amMr. and Mrs. George Mariner will
Pena and J. M. Luna.
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.
bassadors at Washington ror protecleave Wednesday for Topeka, Kan.,
Guadalupe for Taft
tion. We decided to find out If LawSanta Rosa, N. M., March 4. The rence was in Massachusetts and if
where they will reside permanently.
Mr. Mariner has resigned his position republican county convention, which Massachusetts was in
the United
as chief clerk in the superintendent's met here elected eleven delegates to States."
Hoffman & Graubarlh. office and 'will occupy a position in represent Guadalupe county In the re
"The most of you are foreigners
the general offices of the Santa Fe in publican state convention which meets and you decided to appeal to a foreign
PHONE MAIN 104
in Santa Fe, March 8, to select dele
Topeka.
government rather than to the United
Alex Papp arrived yesterday from gates to the republican national con- States for protection?" asked
Cheyenne, Wyo., and will reside here vention in Chicago in June. The del.
Hardwick.
Always Something New.
permanently. Mr. Fapp will succeed etrates were instructed to vote only
"If necessary."
.T. H. Vaughn as lineman for the Pos
for national delegates pledged to PresRepresentative Campbell asked Lip-sotal Telegraph company. Mr. Fapp's ident Taft and to work for an Inif the strikers had sent a comhome is Denver but he was employed structed delegation to Chicago. Fol- mittee to the mill owners. Lipson
in Cheyenne previous to coming lo lowing is the delegotlon: A. E. Curran, said a committee was sent on one oc
M. G. Manzanares, W. Edwards, Cam- the .Meadow City.
casion and the members were thrown
Dr. Prank H. H. Roberts, presient f Ho Sanchez, Tres Baca. Estevan Gal- - down the stairs.
This he said, he
of the Normal University, returned egos, H. V. Smith, Ben Jaramillo, Ben did not see.
Dr.
D.
S.
Smith.
Crespln and
yesterday morning from St. Louis, Hardy,
Samuel Gompers, president of the
Chaves for Roosevelt.
where he has been in attendance at
American Federation of Labor, ad4.
re
The
Roswell, N. M., March
the convention of the superintendence
dressed the committee. He said he
and normal school sections of the publican county convention here was wished to appear in support of the
National Educational
association. dominated by the Roosevelt wing of resolution for an inquiry rather than
This meeting was the largest gather- the party and while no formal resolu- as a witness.
men chosen
ing of normal school men ever held tions were adopted, the
"The statement has been made that
in America, and Dr. Roberts reports to represent the county hi the state the United Textile Workers had failed
a protitaDie and entnusiastic gathe? convention are all avowed Roosevelt to organize these people and were orto have the convening. Dr. Roberts was due to arrhv men. An effort
merelv to get money for the
administration of ganized
the
in Las Vegas Saturday night but wi!.. tion endorse
said Mr. Gompers. "If that
workers,"
on train No. 9, one of the through President Taft was severely frowned statement were true the United TexAnnouncement
trains tied up by a second blizzard in down. The delegates go to Santa Fe tile Workers ought not to exist, but
an uninstructed
Kansas, and did not arrive until Sun- instructed to work for
it is not true. The truth is that the
Extraordinary
New Mexico to the
from
delegation
morning.
day
tyrannical attitude of the mill owners
TAKE pleasure in B
Chicago convention.
of
Lawrence in perverting the minds
m
tHji announcing to the
Following are the memners of the of these people caused these condiHL
of
theatre
our
A
SNAP
patrons
delegation: Dr. C. L. Pearsons, Will tions.
that ive have been able to flDft
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Robinson, B. S. Mundy, a. D. Grile,
arran, r, at great expense,
W
an exhibition of Selig's
ft on corner. In good repair. $1000.00 E. A. Cahoon, Nathan Jaffa, Howard
Mills to Shut Down
Greatest Moving Picture
on terms of ?500.00 cash, balance in
Russell.
Lawrence, Mass., Mar. 4 The strikMasterpiece
building and loan. If you are In need
Chairman E. A. Cahoon presided ing textile workers maintained most
of a home, Investigate this one at
when the mills
of their strength
INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPOthe overtures of
despite
opened
today,
Miss
with
in three reels,
RATION, George A. Fleming. ManNew Way to Make Apple the manufacturers in the form of a
Mabel Talialerro, one of the
40.
Main
Phone
ager,
highest priced stars of the
five per cent increase in wages. There
Dumplings
American stage in the name
still are more operatives out of work
is
or
Cream
With
Served
Sauce
Hard
This
ATTEMPT ON ROTHSCILD
production
part
than there are in the mills. v
and
ultimate
Sueur
the
doubt
beyond
London, March 4. An attempt to
achievement of the world's
Picket lines totalling more than
McKenzie
Editor
Mrs.
of
Hill,
Janet
hoot Leopold Rothschild was made By
greatest picture maker, and
5000 persons paraded Essex street and
the Boston Cooking Scliool Magazine
we are indeed fortunate in
by a man today as Mr. Rothschild was
Here is a new way to make apple the approaches to the mill gate for
being able to present to you
entering a motor car in front of the dumplings that will surely please every an hour and a half, but there was no
this superb masterpiece oi
bank in St. Swithin's Jane. Mr. Rothhousewife, for it is not necessary to conflict with the
photographic and dramatic
police. Unless there
schild was not hit. The man appar- have whole apples, and the juice cannot
Watch for further
art.
within a few days
a
is
run
response
great
as
out
with
and
burn
dumpapple
announcements.
ently had been awaiting for a shance lings where the
is placed in the to the mill owners' offers, it is thought
apple
to murder Mr. Rothschild. As soon center and the dough turned np around
officials and others that ae
as he saw the banker he whipped out it. The biscuit part forms a crispy by city
will
have to shut down.
mills
a revolver and fired three times. A shell that holds the apples and juice.
31
detective standing on th-- opposite side
of the lane was struck in the mouth,
SITUATION IN CHINA
neck and chest and the windows of
the automobile were smashed. The
IS NOT SO SERIOUS
assailant was arrested.

le
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JABOTS
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after 8 o'clock at night and notifying
that martial law Is in force.

March The Month of The

Two companies of the Royal Ennis- killen Fuslleerj have been ordered to
remain at Pens Tal, on the railroad
to Peking, where the British troops
yesterday formed with loaded rifles
and fixed bayonets to resist a large
body of Chinese soldiers who threatened to hold up the trains.
Considerable excitement was caused by telephonic reports from the
Russian consul stating "00 Chinese
soldiers had entered the Ylllage ot
Tachi, only a mile from the foreign
concessions, In violation of the proto-ca- l
Chinese
conditions
florbiddlng
of
a
radius
within
to
approach
troops
seven miles. Consequently the foreign military commanders decided up
on Joint action to turn out the Chin
ese Soldiers.
French,!
notn.ohm.Miii. of lirltUh,
Qtrmu, Russian and Jaimnese troops:who mustered and imriM out a reoounolsauou hut fmtn.l Hint no "hiii-e- t
trouua had arrived At Tw hi.
httve lken for IN tmme-dlutdelentKm Of their arrival.
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Fiflhttna in Manchuria
at. Petersburg, March 4 Fighting
between the Ohm s regular army
aud an expeditionary corps has occurred at Tsitskikhar in Manchuria., according to aiivioea received here from
that city to.'ny. Many were killed
and wounded. The tlrst
outbreak
started tu a theater and later was
contiiui il in the streets until it became a regular armed conflict. Panlr
reigns among the inhabitants.
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Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

J. It.

CUNNINOHAM.

PRANK SPRINQBR,

G

ITesld.nt

HOSKINS,

n

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G.

Haydon

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Iy

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposits

ltE

h

warn

V

h

"Cinderella"

j

THE BROWNE
THEflRE
i

0

of 'Toledo,
fctjrfeity
Lucas County,
ss.

Franki:J.

During the month of February ten
bound volumes were added. b' purchase to the books on the shelves of
the Carnegie library, and at the end
of the month the number of hooks
in the library was 7,284. In th9 past
month 1,145 volumes were loaned and
1,696 persons used the library. Twenty-one
cards were issued to new patrons in the month of February. At
the present time there are four daily
papers, five weekly periodicals and
eleven monthly magazines cn tha library tables.

Cheney makes ; path
tfcat he is senior partnev of the firm
of F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo,
ounty and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and tverv case of
Catarrh that cannot be Mired by the
use of HALL'S CATpvH (URF
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. G LEAS ON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InterTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
the
upon
nally and acts directly
blood and mucous surfaces of the
FOR SALE Good team of mares in
svstetn. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
foal, suitable for all klndB of farm
Sold bv all druggists, 76c.
work, or will trade for cattle. J. A.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Raycrotf, Watrous, N. M.
"

i .
K C Apple Dnmpllnoa
One and one-hacups sifted jlour;
teaspoonful salt; 3 level teaspoonfuls
K C Baking Powder; J cup shortencup milk; apples.
ing; about
Fill the caps of a buttered muffin pan
with pared and sliced apples, sprinkle
with salt and turn two or three
of water into each cup. Sift
together, three times, the flour, salt and
baking powder; work in the shortening,
and mix to a soft dough with the milk.
Drop the dough from a spoon with the
apples in the cups, givingit a smooth exterior. Let bake about twenty-fiv- e
minutes. Invert the pan on a large serving-dis- h
. Put a spoon f ul of hard sauce above
the apple in each dumpling and finish
with a grating of nutmeg.
lf

noon In restoring comparative order
and the' city generally was quiet. Artillery firing was, however, heard to
the south of the city.

Foreign Troops Assist
Tien Tsln, China, March 4. Although the foreign troops stationed
able to patrol the
here were not
city, there was today no looting or Incendiarism. A feeling of restlessness
prevails, and trade is at a standstill.
Such stores as were not locked are
keeping up their shutters. The pawnshops have been the principal sufferers, scarcely any of them escaping.
Ruin Is to ibe seen in every important
This is only one of the many new, delicious and
and some partly burned
thoroughfare
appetizing recipes contained in the K C Cook's
Book, which may be obtained free by sending
carpees lie about the streets. There
the colored certificate packed in every
were several more executions today.
can of K C Baking- - Powder to the Jaques Mpo.
Be sure to get the
Co.. Chicasro.
siie
Proclamations
are being posted ordersmaller cans do not contain Cook's Book ceo
tificates. v
,
, , y ing the Inhabitants to remain Indoors
ls

,

WHY

IT PAYS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fajls to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only afprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

Cashier.

I

t
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m &
QUEEN itood he had taken a court
sorrespondenc school and was
"
competent
Ah Hat Jut Turned Twenty and It
"Was be?" And the other man apat
Beauty of tha Flrat
ts though something tttted bad. "Wat
Watar.
MT
Well, let me tell yon what he
I had a new brand of toothlone.
Nikolai, tha Gypsy king, la dead,
and I wanted something
a
brushes
and bit queen, Anastasla, relgna In hit
to exploit them all over, and I told
In
world
antueee
tha
that
Itaelf,
plaoe
aim to go to It good. Next day In
says a St. Petersburg correspondent. ill the papers It showed
up large and
For thirty years Nikolai was the hero
and at the bottom there was
of the variety and concert stage, of uminous,
out clear, which read:
line
after dinner entertainments and pri- iIf not standing
after a week's trial
satisfactory
comwas
a
He
vate cabaret shows.
eturn and get your money back.'
poser as well as a singer, a virtuoso Vow, what do you think of that?
on the guitar and a graceful dancer.
mind you!
Ratal"
Hla troupe usually consisted of thirty Toothbrushes,
Judge.
coswhose
to forty Gypsies,
gorgeous
tumes were the delight of St. Petersburg. He himself was always dressed
Japan a Land of Disillusionment
1n red silk with plenty of gold lace,
The landing at Yokohama brings a
hla breast covered with medals, coins leries of surprises and disillusion-nents- ;
and decorations. He wore a sword and
so far from being covered with
a sabretasche and I? the latter he acquer, the empire of Japan In dry
stuffed the paper money, gold and sli- weather ia dusty and in rain la
ver thrown at him during his performwith mud; the tea houaes are
ances.
lot built of porcelain, but of plain
The Russian Gypsy has a musical rood; the people eat beans and dried
field of his own. He doesn't use the ish when they can get them; the trees
fiddle, but be plays the guitar and lave bark and leaves; but not all bear
sings better than any troubadour of herry blossoms; the numerous moun-ain-s
old.
all slope uphill. Thus the first
Anastasla was his third or fourth Sour on shore sweeps away the enqueen. She has Just turned twenty chantments of a lifetime, and reveals
and Is a
Gypsy. She 1s a
land strikingly like some parts of
All St.
beauty of the first water.
Alaska, and a people extremely huPetersburg calls her diva or queen, man. Prom "The Obvious Orient," by
but since she attained popularity and Alfred Busbnell Hart.
wealth she has never appeared In the
The latest from
national costume.
SHE WANTED THE EARTH!
Paris is hardly good enough for her.
She has a high pitched mezzo soprano
voice and makes her hearers laugh
nnd cry at will.
And she sits there blazing with diamonds from the buckles of her satin
clippers to the top of her head, hundred ruble notes, silver, gold and copper fly about her from boxes, stalls
and galleries. These volunteer contributions she calls her "taxes." At the
nd of her act her majesty collects
them with a broom and woe to the
Gypsy who dares sneak a single ko- peck, for Anastasla has the eye of an
eacle and is as suspicious as a Turk.

AMASTASIA

IS

GYPSY

thor-ughl-

y

ex-:r-

ULLAGE

OF DRY

WORSE

LAND

Operation of loosen'ng and Stirring of Soil.

want!

8hallow Cultivation Checks Rapid Loas
of Watar From Surface, Kills
Weeds and Aldt In Admitting
Air to Top Layer.

JtJfJLts s

The operation of loosening and stirring the soli is usually spoken of as
tillage or cultivation. Tillage includes both the preparation
before
planting and the working of the soil
after the crop Is planted, while cultivation Includes only the stirring of the
toll after the crop hat been planted.
For moist soils it is best to practice deep tillage In the preparation of
the seed bed and shallow cultivation
after ;he crop is planted. Deep tillParson Hayrick Silas, I hope yon
age gives the plants a large amount didn't fall into temptation when yon
of room in which to send their roots were In the city.
in search of plant food, allows the
Silas Corntossel No; but I fall
soil to drink In the rainfall more free- into three coal holes en six gutters.
ly, and permits the air to enter the
toll and help in the preparation of
SPARRING
plant food. Shallow cultivation checks
the rapid loss of water from Its surface, kills weeds, and helps to admit
air to the surface layer of soil.
Plants are like animals in that they
must have food and drink or they
soon sicken and die. Animals can
move about from place to
place and
secure their food, but plants must get
their food and water by sending their
roots out into the soil. The tiny roots
which spread out through the soli
are busy all of the time taking up water from the soil for the use of the
stalk and leavea above. This water,
as it goes into the plant through the
roots, carries with It the plant food
which it has dissolve out of tic llttla
soil particles.
Place a lump of salt in a glass of
water and stir for a few minutes. The
salt disappears, and you will And that
the water has a salty taste. The salt
has dissolved in the water, and we say
that the salt is in solution in the water. All of the food which comes from
GUARD
WHEN
HELD TRAIN
the soil must be in solution before it
"Pa, how big Is a whale?"
"
can be used by the plant. The water
"Phwat kolnd av a
Passengers Ready to Sign Petition for
"A large whale?"
that goes in through the roots presses
Pardon In Case He Is Repri"Urn how larger
out through the leaves into the air
manded.
and leaves the plant food behind to
build up the tissues of the
If the subway guard who hel$ his
plant
ANOTHER IDEA
If the soil is hard and lumpy the littrain half a minute beyond schedule
Grocer Will you have your coffee
tle roots can penetrate far into it, but
time should be reprimanded at
ground, ma'am T
a hundred passengers who
Mrs. Uptowns Yes; and the sugar muat feed near the surface. If we
have a deep, mellow seed bed, the
know why be did It will sign a pet sand, as usual!
roots are encouraged to go deep and
Itlon for his pardon. Sentiment was
Oack of it. Somebody wanted to kiss.
gather plant food from a large amount
MORE'N ONE
K
of soil. The plant food In hard, lumpy
lot of people want to do that
Vomen kiss each other, men kiss
ground is not easily dissolved. Stirhair wives. The guards have no
ring the soil and breaking up the
clods bring the water Into contact
with sentiment of that kind.
with more soil surface and hastens the
I'hey flaunt their contempt by hawisolution of the plant food.
ng: "Break away, there; no time for
The depth to which the soil should
hat," and refuse to hold the train
be prepared depends upon the
iaif a second for the tenderest salute.
depth
to which the plant roots will peneHut this case was different. It was
trate.
see
how
asy to
it was. A mother
Wheat, oats and other small
a as giving away her child.
The little
grains are shallow rooted and do not
need so deep a seed bed as corn or
mllow was in good hands. The couple
root crops.
vbo had adopted him were ifhole-wmSoils that have always been plowed
kindly people; the mother vras:
shallow should be deepened gradually
rretchedly poor. No doubt It was
est all around to give him away. She
by setting the plow to go about one
ind the boy stood the parting like
Inch deeper each season until a depth
of eight or nine Inches has been reachnajors up to the last minute; then
Mrs. Byrne Coyne If you earned
flie baby broko. down.
ed. If this deepening is not done
we could save more.
"Mom mom mom," he blubbered
gradually, the soil will be injured and more
Mr. Byrne Coyne It isn't what a
Tom the car platform.
poor crops will result for several seaman earns, but what his wife doesn't
sons.
Before the guard could close the
enables him to
loor or give the signal she had
d
About
of the total space spend that finally
arouse the envy of his neighbors.
cached through the crowd and had
occupied by sand and about one-hamatched him from the man's arms.
of that taken up by clay Is occuDled
"I can't, I can't," she said. And
Saleslady (in music department-Her- e's by the soli particles themselves, and
SAVES RAILROAD FARE
a pretty song, "There's Only the other half Is taken up
hen the kissing began. The guard
If
by
air,
Udn't even try to say "Break away." One Girl for Me."
the soil be dry. For the best
growth
Male Customer I beg your pardon, 3f crops about half of the
He gulped; so did everybody else.
space not
I'm
from
but
woman
the
handed
Constantinople.
the hoy
Presently
occupied by soil should be equally divided between air and water. If the
tack, and the train started on amid
soil Is not drained this space be9ie deepest silence that had ever
comes entirely filled with water, and
sung over that subway station. New
Pride.
to
National
Appeal
the
Fork Times.
whose roots are feeding In
The Italian wrestler Brugglio was the plants
soil
are
suffocated from
of
proceeding cautiously, says a writer air and oxygen. Some nlants. lack as
mien
was
Post.
He
In
the
Evening
Chicago
Brilliant Adsmlth.
cypress and water lily, have spehim the
cial structures which enable them to
"You haven't got J. Jones Jlnklns feeling his opponent out, stallingshownot
and
off with various pokes
obtain their oxygen from the air and
writing advertisements for you any
In attack that the
more, I hear," remarked one business ing that daring
water, while their roots are entirely
crowd likes. Most of them were silent, under
wan to another, both good advertisers
water, but our commnn floirt
seated
one
far
away,
but
adviser,
kept plants do not have this
ilong different lines.
power. Soils
As
a
chance."
"take
him
to
to
that are quite sandy and gravelly may
"No," replied the other In a tone of yelling
no
make
to
this
seemed
impression
allow the water to
strong disapproval, "and I'm glad of with
too
repetition, he shouted finally: rapidly and thus pass downward
It."
deprive the plants
Colobster.
a
"Take
wop
you
chance,
of needed moisture. In such cases
"What's wrong with him? I under- - lumbus took a chance."
it
is necessary to treat the land in such
a way that its water holding
capacity
is increased. This may be done by
plowing under stable manure or anv
well rotted vegetable matter, which
Harduppe I'm going to Catskills
assists the soil to hold water like a next week on a pedestrian trip.
sponge.
Sandman Yes, I suppose if you
In the heavy soils the water passes couldn't go that way you wouldn't go
downward so slowly that plants in at all.
their early growth send out only a
TAILOR FOR MEN
very shallow root system, because the
REST OF THE QUOTATION
free water Is so near the surface and
common
because
the
field
te
plants will
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and
not send their roots Into free water.
In time the water makes its way far
below the roots of the plant;
a
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
drought comes on, and the plant dies
or shrivels, because the root system
in Its early life did not extend deep
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
enough to find the film water (that Is,
a thin water coating on the soil
grains), which would supply It during
the dry season.
e

e,

one-thir-
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CHAS. LEWIS

Up-to-da-

Is, to Vm IS

Cash Delivery
Ike. te 1,00 fee Each Delivery
Each Delivery
lbs, to 200 I be
Than (0 I be. Each Delivery

Price of Butter.
20c

,.

per

108

lb.

tfie str 1M las.
Mo per 1N las.
40s per 100 lbs.
60s par 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting; Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

When farmers can get 25 cents or
more for a fair quality of butter, as
at present, there is money in it for
them, and they can afford to give
that branch of husbandry a great deal
more attention than they do.
Dangers of the Corn Ration.
If the brood sows are wintered on
corn lock out for dead litters, udder
troubles and
mothers by
and by. Much depends upon the wintering. Give a few apples every day.
g

Earlie Papa, what is the rest of
the quotation "Man proposes and "
Mr. Peck (sadly) Woman seldom
refuses.

CLASSIFIED

OPTIC'S NUMUER,

MAIN

2.

WANTED
fice.

American girl for waitExperienced. Apply Optic of-

WANTED
Experienced
Also one for housework.
414

vis,

WANTED

Mrs.

NO.

M.

cr

Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 130
Grand avenue.

Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially
Coas. E. Liebsoh-nie-

For Rent

Chancellor
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.

rooms,

6t

FOR SALE Choice setting Plymouth
Rock and White Wyandotte eggs.
1030 Fifth street Oscar E-- Burch.
DOGS

MENACED

PARIS

Serious Situation That Became One of
the Worst Features of Reign
of Terror;
I

So many startling events happened
from day to day during the Reign of
Terror that the apparition of wild dogs
in Paris was commonly overlooked.
But it was quite natural. The greater
part of the grandees, who fled or went
into hiding, kept dogs, and very few
of them were able to make arrangements for the poor beasts when they
left home.
The dogs, abandoned, took to the
streets of course, and shortly they began to congregate in two packs, one
occupying the Champs Elysees, and
Soon they
one the Bols de Boulogne.
became a public danger. Carlyle pokes
fun at Santerre, the brewer, who proposed a law that all dogs should be
hanged; he had not noticed the paragraphs in the newspapers telling how
in the
people had been attacked
Champs Elysees.
At length the situation became really grave, as Is easily understood when
thousands of starving animals have to
find subsistence in a starving city.
Many of them were wolf hounds, and
of powerful fighting breeds. So In
September, 1793, drastic measures
were taken against the Champs Ely-sepack.
Two battalions of the National
Guard surrounded the area, leaving a
gap toward the Rue Royale, while multitudes of ragamuffins beat the cover.
The game was driven up to the Rue
Royale to the Place Royale, where
troops made a battle of it, firing volleys. Three days consecutively this
operation was repeated and more
than three thousand dogs lay in the

es

place.
A certain Gaspardin received orders
to clear them away, and he, short of
means, applied for the Royal equipages. It was a timely jest, greeted
with applause. So M. Gaspardin
packed the dead dogs neck and heels
In the gilded coaches as full as they
would hold, and made a state proces-ilon

through delighted Paris.

I.

HUNKER
Chester A. Hunk?

&

at

Law.
New

Merle,

PHYSICIANS

H. W. HOUF,

r,

FOR RENT One of the best residen
ces in old town. One block to Plaza,
high healthy rooms, warm in winter, FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
nice and cool in summer. The In103 Meets every Monday night at
vestment and Agency Corporation.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
members are
visiting
FOR RENT 5 room house on hill.
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng,
electric lights, good location, rent president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or Western Union Telegraph company.
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545.
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house.
I. O. of B, B. Meet
every first
P21 Lincoln avenue.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p m. Visiting brothers are
invited
Isaac Appel,
corK:.Hy
SecCharles
Greenclay,
President;
FOR SALE 50 large laying hens, also
retary.
30
friers. Mrs. Robert Rainey,
Phone Main 292.
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Meet In Fraternal
Brotherhood
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. StevFlint, chief of records and collector
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
of wampum.
Visiting brother

WILD

HUNKER

LODGE
EL
DORADO
1,
NO.
Attorneys
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.

d

phost

ATTOBNEY8
Geo. H. Hunker

Columbia.

FOR RENT Two furnished
518 Columbia avenue.

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

Da-

To buy, yearling or
steers. F. 3. Wesner.

HANDLED

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Dentist
8. Meets first and third Fridays In Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
at office and residence.
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge

Wanted
ress.

LODGE

A

ADVER-

AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

2, A. F. 4 B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
aM
fourth Tuesday evening of smM
Regular comVLridat
month at O. R. C. halL
munication first and
brothers are cordially invited. GO
third Thursday in sack
H. Hunker. Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting brothers cordially inviied
Condon, Secretary.
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pionsss
building. Visiting member are
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
4fular conclave second Tues--9 dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.r
E. P. Mackrl, F. S
day in each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p m. C. U.
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC.
Meet in Che forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Wort
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay.
N
MA 80 8 Regular
convoca
ARCH
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:80 p. m. M. R.
EL
Williams,
P.; P. A.
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.

CHAPMAN

sea e

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisement!
charged
will be booked at space
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advance preferred.

JM

head-juarte-

lbs. or Mora, Eaeh Delivery

FOR

lr?

wha-ale?-

RETAIL PRICES

RATES

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

COLUMN

ri(fll

Sag

a

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER

THE

sur-ace- d

i

THE

THE OPTIC

D. O.,

M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 343.
Office:
506)4 Grand Avenue.
70S Sixth Street
Residence:

UM

TIME CARD

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No. 2
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

9:10 p. m.
11:06 p m.
1:15 a. m
1:45 p. m.

Bepart
9:15 p. nv
11:10 p.

v

1:25 a. m
3:10 p. av

WE8T BOUND
No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:40 p m
6:35 p. m

1:45 p. av
6:15 p. m.
4:50 p. ro
7:00 p. m

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
Tloome.
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound gave her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued using it until she
their hail on Sixth street All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . X. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
beyond the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; medicine
can do more. O. G. Schne-fe- r
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Crystal Ice Ko
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thin is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED

BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC
.

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.
fc

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.
2 2

3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN 2.

I

r
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EIGHT

The regular weekly meeting (4 the
Fraternal Brotherhood will be held LINCOLN WIRT TO TELL
this evening in the O. H C. hall, m
addition to the regular business (here
ABOUT ARCTIC TRIPS
will be the Initiation of a larga cjaea-of candidates. A large attendant
j
FAMOUS
LECTURER WILL ADdesired.
--

LOCAL NEWS

WE SAVE YOU

Under Our New

QH

OP

SYSTEM

An Average

IS 2! --3

Your Groceries

of

RCENT

Mor.-cad-

Pep-pard-

r

Buy a Coupon Book
And Save an Additional 2 Per Gent
The Advantage of Having a Book, is You Save Money.
You Always Have The Change.
You can pay, With our Coupons, for What Goods you Purchase
at the Store, or pay our Drivers at your House when the Goods
Gash and we
are Delivered. They are used the Same
pay Cash on Demand for them.

as

DAVIS
IKE
GROCER.
THE
CASH

J

WE COULDN'T

IF WE WOULD,
NEITHER

WOULD

WE

IF WE COULD,

Sell you inferior Goods,
"Purethings to eat" Our Motto
have Just received a New Shipment
of Swifts Premium HAMS ard BACON"
We

H. STEARNS
GROCER

ANTICIPATE

are assembling a large car in

Chi-

cago and by having same come in this
car you can save
ONE-THI- RD

IS IT WORTH WHILE?

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY

J.

The Southern Ladies Entertainment
The regular meeting, of the Las Ve- at IW V.
;;ae hospital board will be held tomor- c mil any, which appeared
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the M. C. A. aSturday night on the Sandemonhospital. All the members of tire ta Fe reading room circuit,
of
to
made
itself
be
strated
high
up
hard are urged to be present aa ImIn musical and literary
class
artists
will
business
be
transacted.
portant
lines and gave a concert that pleased
The New Era is the name of a new a capacity house. Several excellent
newspaper which will be established musical numbers were on the program
soon in Albuquerque. The paper will and two readers contributed the liter
be published by Colonel William C ary end of the program with readings
Liler and will be democratic in poli- and recitations, both pathetic and
tics. The paper will be a weekly for humorous. Mrs. Laroee B. Hansen
a time and may be converted into a showed talent and training as a violinist and received several encores after
Jaily later.
every appearance on the program
President Taft has issued executive Miss Eula V. Splvey, whistler, reader
orders excluding the Jicarilla Indian and accompanist was the general favreservation from the Carson national orite with the audience. Miss Matti
forest and portions of the Zuni and Glenn Dalton one of the two readers,
Navajo reservations from the Zuni is an artist both In recitations of a
national forest. The Carson forest is humorous trend and those of a more
entirely in New Mexico while the serious nature. She won the applause
Zuni forest is located in thl state and of the audienuce with every number.
in Arizona.
Mill Dalton and Miss Splvey ended
the entertainment with a comical
On Friday night, March 8, the bassketch, which was the hit of the
ketball teams of the Senior and Business Men's classes will play for the evening.
championship of the Y. M. C. A.
"JEFF" IS DEAD
league. As a preliminary contest the
Morgan
Jefferson, for twenty-fiv- e
teams of the junior and intermediate
a
of Las Vegas and on-- j
resident
classes will play. Much interest has years
and most highly
of
the
best
known
been excited over the contest for the
colored
citizens of the
respected
no
championship of the league, and
Meadow
City,
passed away Saturday
doubt a large crowd will turn out to
a long Illness. Mr.
afternoon
after
consee the games. Both teams are
friends
fident of victory and the contest will Jefferson, known to his many
was a native of
as
in
the
"Jeff,"
city
be a fight to the finish. The High
School team will play the losers of Texas, having been born in Galvesthe championship game for second ton en March 6, 1865. He spent most
of his boyhood days in that state,
place In the league. This, game in ail
while still In his teens he went
though
on
March
will
be
played
probability
For a number of years he
to
Kansas.
15.
was a resident of the Jayhawker state
The spring term of the Normal Uni until when about 22 years of age his
versity opened this morning with a health broke and he came to Las
registration that exceeds the past Vegas.
Mr. Jefferson was best known in
terms of this year. In addition to
the students of last term Dr. Roberts connection with the Commercial Club,
has received several applications where for seventeen years he served
from boys and girls in different cities as porter. However, about a year ago
over the state, who will arrive in Las owing to failing nealth, he was forced
the club and
Vegas the latter part of this week. to resign his position Jn
of his
most
has
then
since
spent
is
With these pupils the registration
time
some
For
home.
at
past
expected to be considerably increas- time
How
critical.
been
has
condition
his
school
ed. This, the last term of the
the past year he has
year, will be brought to a close on ever, during
cheerful
a
been
patient at all times,
May 30 with commencement exercis
friends with
es. s Examinations for the midyear and always greeted his
A year
words.
andcheerful
smiles
term were heli on Thursday and Fria belief
Jefferson
Mr.
professed
ago
day of last week and, after several
In Christ and from then until death
days' rest, the students are ready for
a new start. Today was devoted to was a devout Christian.
Mr. Jefferson was president of the
registration and the collection of tuiBurial association of Tas
Protective
tion.
The regular class room work
been a member of the
had
and
Vegas
will begin tomorrow.
colored Masonic lodge and of the col
ored Odd Fellows for a number of
years. He is survived by a wife, step
daughter, a brother, and two sisters,
and his death is mourned by many
friends. The funeral will be held
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
from the Bethel Arrtcan Methodist
Episcopal church. Rev. Rons of La
junta, assisted by Rev. J. C Carter of
Las Vegas, will officiate.
-

Your Furniture
Wants For Spring
We

.

Fredrlco Moncada, one of the con
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery vlcts in the road bui.atng camp In the
liallinas canyon, was given his .")a'a
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse
today, having served his time.
,
who Is a resident of Silver fMtv.
On account of the death of Mrs.
the meeting of the Friendship served four years for larceny. He left
club, which was to have been hel-- i to- this afternoon for his home In S!iv-morrow, has been postponed.
City.

Over The Old Gash and Credit System.

J.

Try a aranv pf Old Taylor bouroou
.i the Opera Bar.

C. JOHNSEN & SON

COMPLETE

II

PACKAGE

JUST ARRIVED

DRESS CROWD AT Y. M. C. A.
TOMORROW NIGHT
Tomorrow
night the employe of
the Santa Fe and other people of Las
Vegas will be given an opportunity to
hear Lincoln Wirt, explorer and lecturer, give his famous lecture "The
Conquest of the Arctic." Mr. Wirt It
traveling on the Santa Fe reading
room entertainment circuit and will
appear at the Y. M. C. A. hall. The
advance seat reservation for the lecture, which opened Saturday noon,
has been very heavy and assures a
large attendance. The seat reservation for other than Santa Fe employes opens tomorrow morning.
S. E. Busser in his announcement
of Lincoln Wirt says:
Lincoln Wirt, explorer, educator,
of
author, lecturer,
schools of territory of Alaska, former
government commissioner and Fe'low
of the Royal Geographical society has
been significantly honored by being
specially chosen from a long list to
present to the Santa Fe employes his
famous "Conquest of the Arctic,"
which has stirred the hearts of three
continents.
Already his name has become a
household word in his own state,
where the state university, Stanford
University and scores of county insti
tutes and every state normal, all of
which have secured him, voluntarily
and enthusiastically proclaim Lincoln
Wirt as one of the most graphic word
painters of the present, age.
Santa F employes will be glad of
this opportunity to hear this
man who has proven already hla remarkable and almost
phenomental ability to entertain, Instruct and Inspire every American
citizen who is fortunate enough to
hear for himself this matchless poradventure and
trayal of persona
achievement
distln-kulshe-

Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here
We Can Show You Any Size

REGAL MODELS
InjButton and Bals, of Boih Black and Tan.
We

are Sole Agents in Las Vegas for This Make of Shoes

And Wish to Call Your Attention to The Fact That

You Can

Buy a Pair of REGAL SHOES of us at the Same Price You
Pay For Them at The Regal Shoe Stores in The East.

FOR YOUR NEXT PAIR OF SHOES COME AND SEE

THE REGAL.

M. GREENBERGER.
MR. MERCHANT

You who

are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.

d

All Rebekahs are requested to meet
at I. O. O. F. hall Tuesday at 1
o'clock p. m. sharp, to attend the funeral of the late Sister Peppard. Elsla
Smith, secretary.

or Width in all The New

w

WE FURNISH

THE

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

PASSENGER TAKES ILL
a passenger on
Miss A. Madsin,
train No. 1 yesterday afternon, was
taken seriously 111 and It was neces-

sary to remove her from the train
to St. Anthony's sanitarium, where
Miss Mad-sishe received treatment.
accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
Mary Madsin, was en route from her
home In Denver to Los Angeles. The
young woman was sufficiently recovered today to travel and with Mrs.
Madsin she returned to Denver this
afternoon on train No. 10.

Dave Sandoval received a letter to
day from "Chief" Lockhart, one of
the
from California, in
which he stated that he was anxious
to return to Las Vegas and be in the
line up of the Maroons for the season of 1912. Lockhart signed up with
the Austin club last fall, but has received no further notification from
the management of that cluib this year
and takes it for granted that the con
tract is void. During the past winter
the "Chief" has been playing with
the Whittier team in the California
league and says that he is in fine con
dition for summer baseball. Lock
hart twirled a two hit, 9 to 0 game
for a week
Our city will soon be
ago which shows that his arm
Fire insurance. Our rates will depend is in as good oonditlon as ever. It
on tne condition our city presents.
would be great to see the "Chief" in
It's time to get busy. Remove con a Maroon uniform again this year.
tiagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124.

Jefferson Reynolds President
Hsl.'ett Reynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
fl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
CapitalSIOO.OOO

Surplus, and Undivided'. Profits

$35,000

bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight ol that essential quality Absolute Safety
i

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

d

Every article contained
one of our perfectly
laundered bundles represents the best results of

in

cleaning.
The color, finish, in fact,

every minor detail shows
the results of care and
AT

THE

HOUSE OF QUALITY
We Always Have

skill.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice Is hereby given to all taxpayers in precinct No. 29 of the County of San Miguel, that I will be in
my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m., and 6 p.
m., until the 30th day of April, 1912,
to receive returns of all taxable property. Those falling to do so within
the specified time will be assessed
by me according to section 4035 of the
complied laws of 1897 and a penalty
of 25 per cent will be imposed on
those who fail to make returns.
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.
Per C. H. TEMPLE, Deputy.

THE BEST OF EATABLES

The

Graaf & Hayward Co.
Store

We Expect

VIOLETS
TODAY

or

TOMORROW

Order Yours
EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

507 Sizth Street

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Vegu 121

GOOD THINGS
FOR LENT
Cream Cheese
Camembert Cheese
Pickled Eels
Clams
Lobster, in tin
Lobster, in glass
Deviled Crabs
Bismarck Herring, in mustard
Rollmops
Kippered Herrings
Shrimp, Sardines
Golden Bloaters
Codfish
Mackerel

BOUCHER'S
P. S. Constant Supply of
Vegetable

Southern Fresh

If it may be termed a science

most

The
Science of
Selling

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

Farms

OPTIC

of prospective buyers.

To reach thig

class in the southwest use the

WANT COLUMNS

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP

and retail
wholesale:
mms D. Wm O
OND ON

Subscribe for The Optic

